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against an uncertain economic backdrop, we funded 

over $39 million in targeted parkinson’s research — the 

most we’ve ever funded in one year — bringing our total 

research investments at year-end to nearly $170 million. 

yet those who know us know our core belief is that ending 

parkinson’s is not merely about spending more money, 

but about spending that money with impact. last year 

we expanded our emphasis on critical research tools and 

patients’ unmet needs while continuing to drive key next 

steps on top therapeutic targets. (turn the page to read 

more about our high-priority research areas, the science  

we believe is closest or most critical to practical impact  

on patients’ lives.) 

sitting at the hub of global pd research, our job is to act 

urgently and strategically to dismantle roadblocks and 

streamline the path to a cure. we talk — and listen —  

to the world’s most prominent parkinson’s scientists from 

academic and industry labs about what they need and 

where new opportunities lie. our staff, which includes  

both scientific phds and business-trained project 

managers, continually surveys a wide and complex field  

in order to prioritize the projects most needed to accelerate 

new therapies. we work to see the big picture, then invest 

our capital with one return in mind: speeding scientific 

solutions to the nearly five million people living with 

parkinson’s worldwide.

Letter from the CEO, Founder and Co-Founder

as canada’s Globe and Mail reported in september, our 

aggressive, entrepreneurial approach to science lies at  

the heart of our mission to find a cure for parkinson’s — 

and, in the process, to reshape the way medical research 

gets done. 2009 highlights include:

n investing over $11 million in biomarker development 

(bringing total funding in this area to over $25 million) 

and laying the groundwork to sponsor the parkinson’s 

progression Markers initiative (ppMi), a landmark 

biomarker study  launching in 2010. (while ppMi isn’t 

covered in this report, you can learn more about it at 

michaeljfox.org/ppMi.)

n allocating over $3 million to pre-clinical models, 

including a grant to speed a cutting-edge gene knockout 

technology into parkinson’s therapeutic development 

within months of its advent. the technology was later 

named one of the top 10 scientific innovations of the year 

by The Scientist.

n initiating a $1-million clinical trial to establish a 

framework for the development of effective treatments 

for dyskinesia, the debilitating side effect of long-term 

dopamine replacement therapy. 

n with lead support from the edmond J. safra Foundation, 

awarding $2 million to drive development of treatment 

approaches for postural instability and gait disorder 

in 2009, with the support of more than 56,000 individuals, corporations and foundations,  
the Michael J. Fox Foundation continued to invest where we saw potential to drive  
progress forward, pushing ourselves and our partners to ever-greater heights in pursuit  
of transformative treatments and a cure for parkinson’s disease. 
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(pigd), a troubling constellation of symptoms that are 

poorly understood and respond inconsistently or not at all 

to dopamine replacement therapies.

n with lead support from the Brin wojcicki Foundation, 

executing an integrated, multi-million-dollar strategy to 

advance biological understanding of lrrk2, the single 

greatest known genetic contributor to parkinson’s disease, 

while simultaneously laying the groundwork for effective 

lrrk2 clinical trials in the future. 

n launching pd online research (pdonlineresearch.org), 

a web-based platform for research professionals to 

engage daily on key research hurdles and new findings.  

so far, nearly 2,000 parkinson’s researchers at all levels 

and from all over the world have become members.

we invite you to read more about these investments, 

and the potential we see in them to change the face of 

parkinson’s drug development, throughout this report and 

at michaeljfox.org.

of course, effecting meaningful change in how new 

treatments are developed requires thoughtful strategies 

for engaging not only scientists but also patients and 

caregivers, policymakers and other research funders. 

that’s why in 2009 we also focused on building and 

deepening our relationships and collaborations in every 

sector of the pd community. we chartered a patient 

council to provide input on our programmatic activities 

from the critical perspective of those living with the disease. 

our new leadership council is made up of generous  

advisors who provide leadership financial support and 

strategic insight about how we can more effectively engage 

new audiences to advance progress. and team Fox, our 

grassroots fundraising network, continued to inspire and 

unite communities across the country in passionate  

pursuit of a cure. 

your dedication allows us to keep taking the risks that 

patients and their loved ones want taken in service of 

accelerating therapeutic breakthroughs. our gratitude to you 

is as clear and strong as our vision of a world without pd.

 

katie hood 

ceo

 

Michael J. Fox 

Founder

 

deborah w. Brooks 

co-Founder
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while MJFF’s portfolio of investments includes up to 250 active grants spanning 

parkinson’s therapeutic development, to achieve our mission of speeding the cure, we 

must strategically evaluate research hits and prioritize limited resources. this section 

provides an overview of our top priorities for funding and intellectual leadership. all 

are currently believed by our in-house research team and expert advisors to be critical 

areas of focus in our pursuit of transformative treatments for parkinson’s in the shortest 

possible timeframe. you’ll find detailed stories about our work in these areas throughout 

this report.

High-priority Research Areas:  
The Science We’re Most Excited About

Genetic targets Alpha-Synuclein and LRRK2. though 
only a small fraction of people with parkinson’s carry 
mutations in pd-implicated genes, findings from genetic 
studies open new avenues toward treatments that will 
benefit everyone with the disease. two genetic targets, 
alpha-synuclein and lrrk2, have risen to prominence 
for their exceptional promise to provide new treatment 
approaches to parkinson’s.

n the gene known as alpha-synuclein produces a protein 
that aggregates to form lewy bodies, microscopic clumps 
that are the pathological hallmark of pd. though alpha-
synuclein’s precise role in pd remains unclear, growing 
evidence supports the idea that decreasing its levels in 
the brain could be one way to slow or stop parkinson’s 
progression. MJFF has invested more than $32 million in 
alpha-synuclein research to date.

n First linked to pd in 2004, mutations in the lrrk2 
gene are now believed to be the most common genetic 
contribution to the disease. MJFF is driving a comprehensive 
strategy for advancing lrrk2 research. the goal is to shed 
light on the gene’s biological role in pd while laying the 
groundwork for conclusive clinical trials. with lead support 
from the Brin wojcicki Foundation, MJFF has invested over 
$16 million in lrrk2 research to date.

Trophic factors. trophic factors (also known as 
neurotrophic factors or growth factors) are specialized 
proteins that protect and nurture neurons, including the 
dopamine neurons that die in parkinson’s disease. while 
clinical trials involving trophic factors have not yielded 
hoped-for results, the Michael J. Fox Foundation continues 
to see great promise in trophic-based approaches to 
treating pd. the Foundation has invested over $20 million 
in trophic factor research to date, and in 2009 earmarked 
another $5 million under a 2010 LEAPS program to advance 
state-of-the-art trophic factor therapies into the clinic.

Top Therapeutic Targets: Alpha-synuclein, LRRK2, Trophic Factors

Cerebellum of a  
pre-clinical model 
created to overexpress 
the protein alpha-
synuclein (shown 
in green), helping 
scientists understand 
possible toxic effects of 
increased levels of the 
protein in the brain.

s c i e n t i F i c  
p r o g r e s s  
r e p o r t
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Patients’ Unmet Needs
 
available treatments for parkinson’s leave several 
troubling symptoms of the disease entirely 
unaddressed. these include cognitive deficits 
and mood disorders, problems with posture and 
gait, and gastrointestinal (gi) problems such as 
constipation. complications of current treatments, 
including dyskinesia (the excessive, uncontrollable 
movements that result from long-term dopamine 
replacement therapy), also diminish quality of life. 

the Michael J. Fox Foundation is committed to 
providing the financial and intellectual leadership 
required to drive treatments for patients’ unmet 
needs. since its founding, MJFF has invested over 
$11 million in dyskinesia research, including a 
major clinical trial launched in december 2009 to 
validate vitally needed clinical scales (see page 15). 
we have also funded millions of dollars in research 
toward alleviating untreated symptoms of pd — 
including developing the first pre-clinical models to 
mimic gi symptoms in parkinson’s and, with lead 
support from the edmond J. safra Foundation, our 
2009 $2-million initiative to drive treatments for 
postural instability and gait disturbances.

Critical Research Tools, New Technologies  
and Data Sharing
Pre-clinical models. with about $13 million in investments, MJFF is a field leader in the 
development of improved models of pd that accurately mimic the human condition, allowing 
researchers to test potential disease-modifying therapies. and to ensure that new and better 
models get into scientists’ hands as quickly and efficiently as possible, we also are developing 
practical, low-cost channels for worldwide distribution of these critical tools.

Biomarkers and clinical scales. to date we’ve invested nearly $29 million in biomarkers 
and clinical scales, tools necessary for researchers to definitively assess treatment effects in 
clinical studies. in 2009 we launched an initiative to validate clinical scales used to measure 
changes in dyskinesia severity. we also laid the groundwork to sponsor a game-changing 
longitudinal study, ppMi, launching in 2010, that will identify and verify pd biomarkers — 
molecular or physiological characteristics that can be objectively measured and evaluated to 
provide clearer outcomes from clinical trials and lower the hurdle to industry investment in pd.

Leveraging new technologies in PD. research technologies emerge and evolve at a rapid pace. 
we monitor these developments and apply funding to strategically leverage those that could 
impact parkinson’s science. in 2009 one such technology was named to The Scientist’s list of 
the top 10 scientific innovations of the year (see page 16).

Data sharing. new technologies and systems could revolutionize the way researchers 
communicate and share information. in addition to our ongoing activities to facilitate data 
exchange between and among academic and industry researchers, in 2009 we launched pd 
online research (pdor) (www.pdonlineresearch.org). pdor enables collaboration, instant 
communication and rapid problem-solving among scientists around the globe. its goal is 
straightforward: enable quicker knowledge turns and faster progress toward therapeutic 
breakthroughs. By the end of the year, pd online research had almost 2,000 members from 
government, industry and academic sectors.

Life and death of a neuron: Fluorescently labeled neurons show 

degenerative changes after expressing the mutant LRRK2 

protein, the dominant genetic mutation that causes Parkinson’s 

in humans. Neurons are labeled red; their nuclei are blue; LRRK2 

is green. At left is a cell expressing the normal version of LRRK2; 

the cell has a normal appearance. At right is a cell expressing 

the mutated form of LRRK2; it is shrunken and the nucleus is 

starting to die.

high-priority research areas
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Basic discoveries about the biological mechanisms of parkinson’s disease are critical to 

the development of new therapies. equally important, however, is a focused and deliberate 

effort to shepherd these discoveries through the complex process of therapeutic development 

and determine their real potential as breakthrough treatments. the stories on these pages 

illustrate MJFF’s unique role in partnering with researchers to put the most promising results 

on a fast track toward practical relevance in patients’ lives.

Transforming Basic Discoveries  
Into Therapeutic Targets

s c i e n t i F i c  
p r o g r e s s  
r e p o r t

In the upper panels, the blue dopamine 
neurons at left are exposed to a toxin 
and die, as shown by the red marker for 
cell death at right. In the lower panels, 
the dopamine neurons at left have been 
treated with therapeutic RNA. As a result 
the cells do not die when exposed to the 
toxin, and no red cell death marker is 
visible at right.

Going Viral: Could a Virus’s RNA Help Protect Neurons? 

Molecular virologist John sinclair, phd, of the university of cambridge wasn’t even think-
ing about parkinson’s when he discovered a previously unknown piece of viral rna that 
keeps cells alive during infection. But his work on infectious disease elucidated an intrigu-
ing possibility: could viral rna protect the neurons that die in pd, thus modifying disease 
progression, something no current treatment has been proven to do? 

MJFF quickly came on board to help him find out. with fast funding under MJFF’s Rapid 
Response Innovation Awards, dr. sinclair successfully engineered a form of the viral rna 
suitable for pre-clinical testing, and his team demonstrated its ability to protect neurons 
in parkinsonian models. the Foundation then provided follow-on funding for dr. sinclair’s 
team to investigate the potential of the rna complex to restore function to already- 
damaged neurons. 

“pd patients have lost a substantial percentage of their dopaminergic neurons by the time 
of diagnosis,” says dr. sinclair. “so the real question is whether this complex can stop 
that process, preventing the disease from progressing further.” his group is also working 
to identify the specific region of the viral rna responsible for the protective effects. “the 
more we can refine the rna complex,” he explains, “the quicker we’ll be able to deliver a 
therapy from bench to bedside.”
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Sharing the Wealth (of Data):  
A Consortium Approach to Speed LRRK2-based Treatments

the journal Nature Medicine wrote: “to foster 
synergies moving forward, MJFF... established an 
international consortium to focus on one of the 
most promising candidate drug targets of the 
neurodegenerative disease. under the terms of the 
two-year, $3.5-million grant design, members of 
the consortium, which includes both academic and 
industry partners, will be compelled to share results 
and collaborate with one another on an ongoing 
basis to help accelerate therapeutic discoveries.”

nine different research teams are members of the 
lrrk2 biology consortium. they are working to 
help elucidate the functions of lrrk2 in the cell, 
identify other cellular proteins linked to lrrk2 
(called substrates) and develop critical tools to 
drive further research. several groups are using 
complementary approaches to investigate related 
questions around lrrk2. For example, three teams 
investigating substrates are using different types of 
tissues for each project, which will allow for faster 
and more efficient cross-validation of any findings.

“getting people working together on lrrk2 research 
increases the pool of ideas and expertise to draw 
from, and it builds in a way to check your work with 
others, which is unfortunately rare in science,” says 
Mark cookson, phd, a member of the MJFF scientific 
advisory Board and world-renowned expert on the 
cell biology of pd. “it will also help to keep people 
involved in the field, pushing forward to the next 
level that much faster. it’s an approach grounded in 
common sense.”

the lrrk2 gene holds tremendous promise as a 
therapeutic target for pd. not only is it the single 
most common contributor to genetic cases of the 
disease, but it is a kinase — a type of cellular 
enzyme that is often highly druggable. since 
lrrk2 was first linked to parkinson’s disease in 
2004, it has reinvigorated the field of parkinson’s 
genetics and become the focus of intensive 
investigation by research teams all over the world. 

MJFF’s research staff, in concert with the world’s 
leading experts in parkinson’s genetics, has 
moved quickly to integrate global lrrk2 efforts 
into a united and streamlined scientific movement 
that will help minimize the timeline to practical 
lrrk2-based therapies. in 2009 MJFF homed in 
on collaborative efforts to increase understanding 
of lrrk2 biology, including convening a major 
lrrk2 summit at the end of the year. the spirit 
of collaboration was also extended to MJFF’s 
search for investigative teams to join a lrrk2 
biology consortium aiming to fast-forward efforts 
to understand lrrk2 biology and target its 
vulnerabilities.

“this is a critical early moment in lrrk2 
therapeutic development,” says Brian Fiske, 
phd, associate director, team leader, research 
programs. “MJFF recognized the opportunity to 
transcend the disparate, one-off efforts that all 
too often characterize scientific discovery and 
instead lead a strategic new approach that hits 
on multiple fronts simultaneously.” 

“You don’t gain much by keeping things under wraps. Actually getting different 
people with different viewpoints and different techniques to work together in an 
open fashion rapidly speeds up progress.” 
  Patrick Lewis, University College London, 
  MJFF LRRK2 Biology Consortium member

 transForMing Basic discoveries

Number of labs 
funded by MJFF 
in 2009 that had 
never worked in 
PD before

30

Amount of 2009 
research  
funded by MJFF  
in those labs

$6.6 million
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With funding from The Michael J. Fox Foundation, Intra-Cellular 
Therapies Inc (ITI) is developing therapeutics to promote the 
intracellular response of brain cells to dopamine and restore the 
functions of dopamine that are lost in Parkinson’s disease. In 
the schematic at right, dopamine, released from nerve terminals, 
interacts with receptor proteins to produce intracellular changes 
in second messengers and protein kinases that control the activity 
of brain cells through effects on different classes of proteins, 
including neurotransmitter receptors, ion pumps, ion channels and 
transcription factors. Based on the work of Paul Greengard, Nobel 
Laureate in Physiology & Medicine (2000). 

with over 55 currently active industry collaborations 
and more than 85 since MJFF’s inception, there 
is little doubt of the Foundation’s commitment 
to partnering with biotech and pharmaceutical 
companies to speed treatments toward clinical 
testing and patients. But the greater goal of the 
Foundation’s “de-risking” strategy is to create 
momentum and induce industry players to commit 
their own significant resources to pre-clinical 
and clinical parkinson’s therapeutic development 
programs. 

“we look for leverage everywhere,” says debi Brooks, 
MJFF co-founder. “that means identifying the 
projects where it’s a good bet that our investment 
of, say, a few hundred thousand dollars can create 
a tipping point and increase the odds of a company 
investing millions down the line.”

throughout 2009, mounting evidence suggested 
that MJFF has made several good bets on industry 
so far. 

For example, intra-cellular therapies, inc. has been 
funded by the Foundation since 2006 to develop 
a small-molecule drug to increase the potency 
of levodopa, enabling relief of motor symptoms 

at lower doses and reducing dyskinesias. with 
positive outcomes in several relevant models of 
pd, principal investigator gretchen snyder, phd,  
received supplemental funding in 2009 for what 
will likely be the final pre-clinical work required 
before a phase 1 clinical trial. 

amicus therapeutics of new Jersey also received 
MJFF funding in 2006 to test an orally administered 
small molecule with promise to decrease alpha-
synuclein clumping, a hallmark of pd pathology. 
when the MJFF-funded test of a chaperone in a pre-
clinical model of pd resulted in intriguing efficacy 
and dosing data, amicus launched an internal 
pd drug development program. the company now 
expects to complete advanced pre-clinical proof-of-
concept studies in parkinson’s disease during the 
course of 2010 and to report additional data in the 
second half of the year.

“the support we received from the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation was a key factor in our decision to 
commit to a parkinson’s program,” says John F. 
crowley, chairman and ceo of amicus. “in 2010 
we expect to make significant progress in our pre-
clinical programs in parkinson’s disease.”

Leverage: MJFF’s Industry Strategy Bears Fruit

2009 MJFF 
funding to 
academic/
nonprofit teams

$28.7 million

2009 MJFF 
funding to 
industry teams

$10.2 million
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G-CSF: A New Trophic Factor Approaches the Clinic

in 2006 researchers Mathias Baehr, Md, and Jochen weishaupt, Md, of university hospital goettingen 
in germany approached MJFF to discuss a growth factor called g-csF (granulocyte-colony stimulating 
factor). g-csF, already approved by the u.s. Food and drug administration to treat complications of 
chemotherapy in cancer patients, was believed to reduce cell death in a pre-clinical model of parkinson’s 
disease. the researchers were awarded funding under MJFF’s Target Validation program to gather 
additional data critical for advancing to clinical trials in pd patients, such as an effective dose range.

in results published in the Journal of Neurochemistry and BMC Neuroscience, and presented at the 
Foundation’s third annual pd therapeutics conference in september 2009, the researchers conclusively 
demonstrated that g-csF was protecting neurons in a pd model; they also shed light on how it was 
achieving this beneficial effect. the researchers then ran extensive pre-clinical studies on an enhanced 
form of g-csF called pegfilgrastim, which minimizes side effects and remains in the system longer.  

within months, MJFF granted follow-on funding for final pre-clinical studies in another relevant 
parkinson’s model. “we will monitor the effects of pegfilgrastim over time, look for any side effects and 
precisely measure its ability to reduce cell loss and improve motor symptoms in pre-clinical models,” 
says dr. weishaupt. “if all goes well, this will be the final step before a clinical study to test safety in 
parkinson’s patients.” 

Protein structure of G-CSF

 transForMing Basic discoveries

U P D A T E

A Major Milestone for Glutamate and PD

MJFF’s 2008 annual report highlighted the work of 

LEAPS awardee p. Jeffrey conn, phd, who is pursuing 

an entirely new kind of symptomatic treatment for pd 

that would target glutamate — a molecule that, like 

dopamine, helps the brain send messages to the body. 

in 2009 dr. conn’s team at vanderbilt university hit a 

major scientific milestone. “we discovered systemically 

active molecules and verified that they were beneficial 

in a pre-clinical model of pd,” says dr. conn. his team 

is now examining the effects of chronic dosing with 

these agents, testing their effects on subtle aspects of 

motor function in less severely parkinsonian models, and 

optimizing their drug-like characteristics. while there 

are no guarantees, if all goes well, the researchers could 

launch a clinical study in parkinson’s patients by 2013. 

Jeff Conn and Colleen Niswender
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MJFF shares patients’ urgency to bring new and better parkinson’s therapies to 

market as fast as possible. in prioritizing clinical trials, we emphasize proof-

of-principle and first-in-human studies that can alter the risk profile of a given 

treatment. we also help assemble and organize teams, lend expertise to biotech 

and pharmaceutical companies testing or going deeper into pd waters, vet the 

parkinson’s potential of drugs approved for other diseases, and sponsor trials where 

intellectual property or patent issues reduce companies’ incentive to get involved. 

Speeding Clinical Testing  
of New Interventions

How Sweet It Is: A Diabetes Drug that Could Modify Progression of PD 

when reports of the anti-inflammatory properties of the diabetes drug pioglitazone began to surface in the early 
2000s, scientists saw an opportunity to translate these findings into therapies for multiple diseases where 
inflammation is a contributing factor, including parkinson’s disease. in 2002, this promising avenue of research 
was given a boost when pioglitazone was shown to prevent the death of dopamine neurons in pre-clinical models 
of pd. 

in 2005, Marina emborg, Md, phd, director of the preclinical parkinson’s research program at the university 
of wisconsin, received an MJFF Community Fast Track award to test the neuroprotective properties of orally 
administered pioglitazone in more relevant pre-clinical models of pd. 

“we knew that pioglitazone might one day provide an innovative, simple and non-invasive strategy to prevent 
parkinson’s progression,” says dr. emborg. “Furthermore, since pioglitazone is already known to be safe, it could 
be quickly translated into clinical trials in pd patients. MJFF funding was vital to our efforts to provide proof-of-
principle for a new class of compounds to treat pd and other neurodegenerative disorders.”

when dr. emborg’s preliminary data suggested that the active compounds of pioglitazone were neuroprotective, 
MJFF provided supplemental funding to determine whether the doses used in pre-clinical models could 
be translated to humans. this work will provide critical data on optimal dosage to inform a clinical trial 
in pd patients slated to launch in 2010 with significant funding from ninds, the national institute of 
neurodegenerative disease and stroke (nih).

“repurposing existing drugs for parkinson’s could be a key approach to creating new and better treatment options 
for patients,” says todd sherer,”but it’s difficult for scientists to get funding for this kind of work. MJFF is 
committed to driving such efforts for the benefit of people living with the disease, and uniquely poised to do so.”

NH2

HO

OH

Marina Emborg 

Chemical structure of pioglitazone

s c i e n t i F i c  
p r o g r e s s  
r e p o r t
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Wolfgang Oertel

researchers and patients have long been intrigued 
by the link between tobacco and parkinson’s 
disease. “there have been numerous compelling 
observations to suggest that tobacco exposure may 
hold multiple benefits for pd patients,” says carlie 
tanner, Md, one of the world’s leading experts on 
environmental factors in pd and a member of the 
MJFF scientific advisory Board. “epidemiological 
studies consistently demonstrate that tobacco use 
lowers the risk of developing parkinson’s disease, 
and experiments in pre-clinical models have shown 
that nicotine may protect dopaminergic cells from 
death. several studies also suggest a symptomatic 
effect, though small and somewhat variable. 
and recent data shows that nicotine may reduce 
levodopa-induced dyskinesias.” 

yet key questions about the relationship among 
smoking, nicotine and parkinson’s — including 
whether the protection seemingly conferred by 
smoking tobacco products stems from the nicotine 
in those products, other components of tobacco, 
or metabolic aspects related to smoking itself — 
remain unanswered. 

in 2009 the Michael J. Fox Foundation awarded 
$1.1 million for nic-pd, an international clinical 
trial vetting the effects of nicotine skin patches on 
parkinson’s disease. it is the first long-term clinical 
trial expressly designed to test whether nicotine 
may in fact modify the progression of pd.

the double-blind, placebo-controlled trial — 
the first-ever multisite, investigator-initiated 
collaboration between parkinson’s research groups 
in germany and the united states — will be 
conducted over three years in 150 newly diagnosed 

Lighting Up the Connection between Tobacco  
and Parkinson’s Disease 

parkinson’s patients. (study participants will 
be treated and observed for one year.) principal 
investigators wolfgang h. oertel, Md, and Marcus 
M. unger, Md, of phillipps university Marburg, 
germany, and karl kieburtz, Mph, of the university 
of rochester, new york, will evaluate the disease-
modifying potential of transdermal nicotine using 
standard nicotine skin patches of the type used by 
millions of smokers as a quitting aid. 

speaking to the journal CenterWatch Monthly, 
which reported on nic-pd in its story “Michael 
J. Fox Foundation gives german investigator-
initiated trial new life,” dr. oertel said: “i know a 
lot of foundations, and [MJFF is] amazingly well-
organized, and they care. they really care what 
happens. they go to the advisory board meetings. 
[usually,] the advisors meet without the scientists 
and then they are called in and either their head is 
chopped off or they get the check. But, at Michael 
J. Fox, you meet for two days with the advisors and 
they go with you through all the topics. it’s amazing. 
i’ve never experienced this before. it’s a unique 
situation. that is why they are so successful.”

“there’s no doubt that the epidemiological data on 
smoking and pd is intriguing,” says katie hood, 
ceo. “our priority is on taking action to validate 
this data clinically in order to potentially translate 
it into a practical, patient-relevant therapy.” 

“I know a lot of foundations, and [MJFF is] amazingly well-organized, and they  
care. They really care what happens. I’ve never experienced this before. It’s a unique 
situation. That is why they are so successful.”
            Wolfgang Oertel

speeding clinical testing

2009 MJFF funding 
to international 
research teams

2009 MJFF funding 
to U.S.-based 
research teams

$29.4 million

$9.5 million
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Targeting Glutamate to Treat Levodopa-induced Dyskinesias

Warn ing

an important cautionary note: 
while MJFF is funding clinical 
trials on supplements and 
drugs already available for 
purchase or prescription, people 
with parkinson’s (other than 
those who ultimately enroll in 
these trials) should not begin 
taking these agents as part of 
a parkinson’s disease treatment 
regimen without the explicit 
recommendation of their doctor. 
evidence to date has not yet 
definitively proved a benefit 
in pd, and these substances 
carry potential health risks, 
which doctors will carefully 
monitor in trial participants. 
it is crucial that all care and 
treatment decisions related 
to parkinson’s disease and 
any other medical condition 
be made in consultation with 
a physician or other qualified 
medical professional.

Angela Cenci-Nilsson   

developing effective treatments to alleviate 
dyskinesias — the disruptive, involuntary 
movements that are a side effect of long-term 
dopamine replacement therapy — is a high-
priority research area for MJFF. in 2009 one 
promising approach involving glutamate — a 
neurotransmitter of increasing interest to pd 
researchers — moved forward to the early stages  
of clinical research. MJFF has been a champion 
of an approach targeting a specific glutamate 
receptor, mglur5,since 2005. the Foundation’s  
de-risking efforts have now chaperoned mglur5 
from basic discovery to clinical testing and 
attracted industry interest in the target.

“Finding new and safe treatments that can prevent 
dyskinesias would allow patients to continue on 
levodopa, benefiting from its full symptomatic 
efficacy even in advanced stages of the disease,” 
says todd sherer, phd, vice president, research 

programs. “this would lead to an enormous 
improvement in patients’ quality of life.”

the initial data on mglur5 and dyskinesia came 
from angela cenci-nilsson, Md, phd, of lund 
university in sweden. in 2005 dr. cenci-nilsson 
received a Target Validation award to demonstrate 
that blocking the action of one particular receptor, 
mglur5, prevented levodopa-induced dyskinesias  
in rodent models of pd. 

the Foundation quickly provided follow-on funding 
for dr. cenci-nilsson to partner with erwan Bezard, 
phd, of the university of Bordeaux in France. their 
goal: take preliminary results to the next level in a 
more relevant model of pd. the pair worked closely 
with MJFF research staff to identify a compound 
capable of reducing mglur5 activity. Finding one 
already in human clinical testing for another  
disease, they adapted their studies to this compound 
to accelerate development toward the clinic. 
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Abnormal involuntary movement scores, a measure of dyskinesia severity, increase over time in parkinsonian models 
treated with levodopa (represented by red squares). This increase is blunted in models receiving treatment with an 
mGluR5 antagonist as an add-on to levodopa (represented by blue triangles). The mGluR5 antagonist alone does not 
induce any abnormal involuntary movements (represented by yellow circles). Each data point represents the average 
value from eight to 10 models in each group.
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MJFF is now partnering with danna Jennings, Md, 
of the institute for neurodegenerative disorders in 
new haven, connecticut, to verify the action of this 
compound and determine a safe and effective dose 
for use in future clinical trials. using pet scans 
and a fluorescent imaging molecule that binds to 
mglur5, dr. Jennings images pd patients’ brains 
before and after treatment. “an important step 
before investing in a large clinical trial is to make 
sure that the drug is in fact getting to the brain and 
binding to the expected targets,” says dr. Jennings. 

“is the drug reaching the brain at appropriate levels? 

speeding clinical testing

U P D A T E

Serotonin and Dyskinesia: MJFF Support 
Leads to Pilot Clinical Trial

Progress 2008 featured the efforts of anders Björklund, phd, 

and his colleague, Manolo carta, phd, of lund university 

in sweden to develop a new treatment for dyskinesia 

targeting the brain’s serotonin system, better known for 

its role in clinical depression. with Foundation funding, 

the researchers have now demonstrated that abnormal, 

dyskinesia-inducing dopamine release can be effectively 

blocked by drugs that act on two specific receptors, 

known as 5-ht1a and 5-ht1B, located on the serotonin 

neurons. they have also shown that this technique is 

particularly effective when the two receptors are activated 

simultaneously. 

Based on these results, dr. Björklund’s team is now 

conducting an MJFF-funded pilot clinical trial in 24 

parkinson’s patients at lund university hospital and 

karolinska hospital huddinge (both in sweden). the trial 

is being carried out in collaboration with the u.s. biotech 

company psychogenics, using their proprietary drug 

eltoprazine, which activates both 5-ht1a and 5-ht1B and 

has shown promising results in pre-clinical trials to date.
Structure of the neurotransmitter serotonin

what is the dose most likely to provide meaningful 
clinical benefit? our research aims to answer these 
questions.”

MJFF’s commitment has galvanized the field, 
prompting industry scientists to conduct clinical 
testing of other compounds targeting mglur5. 

“By driving pre-clinical development of promising 
drug targets, MJFF is providing tangible incentives 
for industry to increase its involvement in parkinson’s 
research,” concludes dr. sherer. “the development of 
dyskinesia therapies based on mglur5 activity is a 
perfect example of this strategy.”

Amount of 
research funded 
by MJFF in 2009 
to address 
patients’ unmet 
needs including 
dyskinesia

 

$10.1 million

“The Michael J. Fox Foundation’s staff are highly committed, truly capable people. They 
monitor your progress; they’re extremely aware of where Parkinson’s research is going 
and where it needs to go. They won’t fund a project just because it’s trendy, or because 
of a scientist’s famous name. Their goal is to promote quality research with high 
translational value, and they do everything to achieve that goal.”
             Angela Cenci-Nilsson
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to advance therapeutic targets toward the clinic requires highly specialized tools 

and technologies, whose development in itself requires significant financial and 

intellectual investment. But there is no financial incentive for any single stakeholder 

to allocate major funding to this critical need. MJFF, with its singular focus on 

patient-relevant outcomes, is uniquely positioned to marshal the resources and 

partners that can propel development of tools and technologies with potential to 

move the entire field forward.

Mobilizing New Technologies and Tools 
in PD Therapeutic Development

Using Virtual Reality to Address Freezing of Gait 

an MJFF-funded team in sydney, australia, is using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMri) in a virtual 
environment to visualize patients’ brains while safely triggering freezing of gait episodes. the project is part 
of a $2-million MJFF commitment to therapeutic development for postural instability and gait disturbances in 
parkinson’s disease, made possible with lead funding from the edmond J. safra Foundation.

while lying in the Mri scanner, patients will use foot pedals to ‘walk’ through a realistic three-dimensional 
environment they see on a small screen. the virtual environment task will probe cognitive processes that 
often provoke freezing episodes (such as sliding doors) or alleviate them (such as striped floors). 

“we hypothesize that rather than simply reflecting a process related to gait, freezing episodes are in fact 
related to a breakdown in the circuitry that coordinates different functions such as movement and thinking,” 
says principal investigator simon lewis, Md. “we want to identify the abnormal pattern of brain activation — 
hopefully increasing understanding of freezing and opening new directions for targeting therapy.”

Simon Lewis

“Throughout all my experiences with MJFF I’ve been impressed with the rigor and accountability of 
the Foundation’s process, and with the creative and competent way that the staff goes about its 
mission of finding better treatments and a cure for Parkinson’s disease. I’m willing to dedicate as 
much time and effort to the Foundation as I do because I truly believe this organization is going to 
make a difference.” 
 Gene Johnson, PhD, Chief Scientific Advisor, MJFF

  

s c i e n t i F i c  
p r o g r e s s  
r e p o r t
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the drug levodopa is the gold-standard treatment for relieving the 
stiffness, tremors and rigidity of pd. But patients are forced to weigh 
symptomatic relief against the knowledge that, at some point, levodopa 
will very likely cause dyskinesia. patients wait as long as possible to 
begin levodopa; even after starting, many limit dosage to reduce the 
risk of dyskinesia. if dyskinesia develops, patients often reduce their 
levodopa dose and settle for a lesser benefit from the best medical 
therapy available for their disease. 

dyskinesia is a moving target in every sense of the phrase. it takes 
different forms and varies widely from day to day and even hour to 
hour. partly for this reason, the development of accurate clinical 
scales to detect type, severity, duration, and impact on the patient has 
been elusive. while several scales exist, their effectiveness has never 
been rigorously compared. without scales the scientific community 
has confidence in, there is no framework for clinical testing of 
possible new treatments. this in turn creates a hurdle to biotech and 
pharmaceutical companies investing in the development of potential 
new dyskinesia therapies.

in 2009, as part of its ongoing efforts to drive new dyskinesia 
treatments, the Michael J. Fox Foundation announced a $1-million 
clinical study to validate effective dyskinesia scales. the multi-site 
study, led by christopher goetz, Md, at rush university Medical center 
in chicago, will aim to conclusively identify the scales that most 
accurately measure dyskinesia. 

the experimental design involves amantadine, a current, albeit 
inadequate, drug frequently used off-label to treat dyskinesia.  
patients will be treated with amantadine or placebo, and then have 
their dyskinesia rated over the course of several weeks using  
numerous dyskinesia measurement scales. (the researchers will 
examine the response to placebo as well, in order to favor scales that 
maximally separate placebo-associated changes from amantadine-
associated changes.) the results will establish a path for clinical 
testing of future promising novel dyskinesia treatments, increasing  
the likelihood of industry investment in future clinical trials.

A Critical Step toward Controlling Dyskinesia

MoBilizing new technologies

on page 7 you read about the lrrk2 biology consortium, part of 
MJFF’s strategy to increase understanding of the lrrk2 gene that is 
believed to be the single most common contributor to genetic cases 
of parkinson’s disease. the Foundation is simultaneously working to 
define the clinical impact of lrrk2 on pd — that is, how lrrk2 may 
cause or prevent specific symptoms, impact rate of progression, or 
otherwise affect disease severity and trajectory. 

the Foundation is funding two research teams to study pd in cohorts of 
ashkenazi Jews and north african arab-Berbers, two populations with a 
significantly elevated incidence of the pd-implicated lrrk2 mutation 
known as g2019s. what they learn will not only provide answers about 
what it means to have a lrrk2 mutation, but also open new avenues 
of therapeutic development for people with the far more 
common sporadic form of the disease. 

a team of investigators from Mayo clinic, 
Jacksonville, and the institute of neurology in tunis 
is following an arab-Berber cohort in tunisia. a 
second group comprising investigators at Beth israel 
Medical center, columbia university, tel aviv sourasky 

Maximizing Learning from At-risk Populations:  
MJFF Drives LRRK2 Cohort Studies in New York, Tel Aviv and Tunisia

Medical center and the institute for neurodegenerative disorders is 
tracking ashkenazi Jews in new york and in tel aviv, israel. 

“not all people with lrrk2 mutations get pd, and for those who do 
develop the disease, there is great variability in symptoms,” says 
susan Bressman, Md, of Beth israel Medical center, coordinating 
principal investigator for the new york/tel aviv cohort. “By studying 
large numbers of people with the same mutation, we can start to 
understand its implications for risk and disease course in individuals.” 

to ensure that all data collected can be analyzed, shared and compared 
as efficiently and meaningfully as possible, MJFF worked with the 
investigators to set up collection methods standardized across both 
cohorts. this will improve the ability of the researchers to compare 

results and link clinical features to underlying biological 
and genetic processes. 

“By studying these uniquely affected populations,  
our goal is to make drug development efforts centered 

on lrrk2 more efficient and ultimately speed patient-
relevant outcomes from this work,” says katie hood, ceo.
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pre-clinical models are vital tools for drug 
development. researchers require good models to 
increase understanding of cellular, molecular and 
behavioral aspects of disease, as well as to screen 
potential new therapies before they move forward 
to testing in humans. parkinson’s therapeutic 
development is held back by the lack of any pre-
clinical model that accurately recapitulates both 
the underlying processes, and the symptoms, of 
the human condition. even when good models are 
developed, better distribution channels are required 
to quickly get them into researchers’ hands. 

the development and distribution of improved 
models is a major priority for MJFF, and in 2009 the 
Foundation’s efforts bore significant fruit.

Knocking out PD 
a laboratory technique known as gene knockout lets 
scientists working in pre-clinical models remove 
a specific gene of interest, effectively turning it 
off (“knocking it out”), allowing them to study 
genes’ effects on cellular disease processes. gene 
knockout has been used for decades in laboratory 
mice, but never successfully in rats until July 2009, 
when biotech sigma-aldrich published proof-of-
principle for the first knockout rats. 

“rats offer numerous advantages as models for 
parkinson’s drug development,” says todd sherer, 
phd, vice president, research programs. “they 

more closely mimic many behavioral aspects 
of human parkinson’s disease, offer a greater 
amount and wider range of tissue for testing and 
allow scientists to conduct certain tests that are 
impossible in mice or non-mammalian models.”

sigma-aldrich used a novel technology called zinc 
Finger nuclease (zFn). it causes targeted breaks 
in double-stranded dna that can snip out specific 
genes of interest. zFn was developed by sangamo 
Biosciences and licensed to sigma-aldrich in 2007.  
its application in rats would later be named one of 
the top 10 scientific innovations of 2009 by  
The Scientist.

By august MJFF had awarded a sigma-aldrich team 
led by edward weinstein, phd, a one-year grant 
to develop five parkinson’s knockout models, each 
lacking one gene known to play a role in pd: alpha-
synuclein, lrrk2, dJ-1, parkin and pink1. the 
creation of knockout rat models of pd will provide 
new opportunities for understanding the functions 
of different pd-implicated genes. the researchers 
expect to report back to MJFF on the creation and 
characterization of their models by mid-2010.

A pre-clinical model shows the effects of  
a human LRRK2 mutation
in 2009, with funding from MJFF under the 
Development of Progressive Pre-clinical Models of 
PD initiative, cJ li, phd, of weill cornell Medical 
college published the first reported mouse model 
for the study of lrrk2 gene mutations. (read 
more about lrrk2 on page 4). unlike the knockout 
rats, dr. li’s mouse models express the human 
lrrk2 gene, allowing scientists for the first 
time to evaluate the progressive effects of these 
gene mutations — a critical step in the process 
of converting genetic discoveries into patient-
relevant therapies and a vital need for biotech and 
pharmaceutical companies working to develop new 
treatments for parkinson’s. 

“dr. li’s models represent a much-needed pre-
clinical tool to screen and validate potential 
new therapies for parkinson’s disease,” says 

Model Techniques for Speeding PD Drug Development

FokI

a)

5’- ATCC TG TCCC TAg tg g cc CCACTG TGGGGT-  3 '
3 ' - TAGGAC AGGGAT c a c c ggGGTGACACCCCA - 5'

b)

FokI

Zinc Finger Nuclease 
(ZFN) must be 
delivered as a pair 
to be functional. 
When all ZFN 
components are 
properly assembled, 
a highly specific pair 
of ‘genomic scissors’ 
is created.
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MJFF scientific advisory Board member kalpana 
Merchant, phd, of eli lilly and co. “they also can 
be used to study the underlying mechanisms of 
lrrk2 mutations and how they contribute to pd.”

MJFF has quickly provided supplemental funding 
to dr. li and collaborator J. timothy greenamyre, 
Md, phd, of the university of pittsburgh to 
further characterize neurobehavioral deficits, 
neurochemical irregularities, dopamine cell loss, 
neuropathology, and molecular features in models 
of different ages. 

“we anticipate that these models of pd will 
recapitulate various components of the human 
disease,” says dr. li. “this increases the potential 
that meaningful comparisons can be made between 
what we find in the models and what is seen in pd 
patients.”

Practical distribution channels for  
widespread access to the best tools
to reduce the costs and improve the speed and 
efficiency of producing and distributing research 

models, in 2009 MJFF partnered with the Jackson 
laboratory (Jax) in Bar harbor, Maine, to strengthen 
Jax’s existing parkinson’s disease Mouse Model 
repository. 

the repository will house and distribute valuable 
MJFF-funded mouse models for use by the entire pd 
research community, removing a significant barrier 
to access. the mouse models created by dr. li and 
his colleagues, as well as other pre-clinical models 
developed with funding from MJFF, are already at 
Jax and ready for distribution. 

“working with Jax is one example of how MJFF is 
doing whatever it takes to speed drug development 
by getting the best research tools into as many 
scientists’ hands as possible,” says sohini 
chowdhury, associate director, team leader, 
research programs. “we can’t stand by and watch 
access issues slow down research progress.” 
 

“The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research didn’t waste  
any time putting recently published knockout rat technology to work.”  
  science-Business exchange (cover story), October 22, 2009

MoBilizing new technologies

MJFF partner Sigma-
Aldrich’s position in The 
Scientist’s Top 10 scientific 
innovations of 2009 for 
its novel knockout-gene 
technology

5

CJ Li (right)
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Our Global Reach: Select List of  
Organizations with Active MJFF Awards in 2009

with up to 250 active awards in our portfolio at any given time, the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation is continuously engaging with parkinson’s disease researchers and thought 
leaders across the globe. Below are the organizations, companies and institutes that 
initiated new MJFF-funded pd research projects in 2009.

United States

acadia pharmaceuticals

adolor corporation

alzheimer research Forum

amylin pharmaceuticals, inc.

armagen technologies, inc.

Beth israel deaconess Medical center

Biodesy, llc

Brandeis university

Brigham & women’s hospital

Brown university

caliper life sciences (xenogen)

carmot therapeutics, inc.

case western reserve university

ceregene, inc.

chaperone therapeutics, inc.

codman and shurtleff, inc.

colorado state university

columbia university

coriell institute for Medical research

covance

creative commons

duke university

emory university

envivo pharmaceuticals

epitomics

Foldrx pharmaceuticals, inc.

Foundation for the national institutes 
of health

harvard university

henry Ford health system

in silico Biosciences

indiana university

intra-cellular therapies, inc.

invitrogen corporation

isis pharmaceuticals, inc.

life technologies

louisiana state university health 
sciences center-shreveport

Massachusetts general hospital

Mayo clinic

Medtronic neuromodulation

Montana state university

Mount sinai school of Medicine

national institute on aging (nia)/nih

northern california institute for 
research & education

northwestern university

oregon health & science university

parexel

pfizer global research and 
development

purdue university

retrotope, inc.

rockefeller university

rush university

saint Jude children’s 
research hospital

satoris, inc.

sigma-aldrich

sign path pharma. inc.

sri international

stanford university

sun health research institute

targacept, inc.

the Burnham institute for Medical 
research

the institute for neurodegenerative 
disorders

the Jackson laboratory

the parkinson’s institute

the salk institute for  
Biological studies

thomas Jefferson university

university of alabama at Birmingham

university of california, los angeles

university of california, san Francisco

university of chicago

university of cincinnati

university of colorado at denver & 
health sciences center

university of colorado denver

Germany

interMed discovery gmbh

Max planck institute for  
Biophysical chemistry

nextpharma

university hospital goettingen

philipps university Marburg

Greece

Foundation for Biomedical  
research of the  academy  
of athens 

Ireland

opsona therapeutics ltd

Israel

hebrew university-hadassah  
Medical school

tel aviv sourasky Medical center

Italy

university of Brescia

university of padova

Spain

universidad autonoma de Madrid

Sweden

lund university

Switzerland

swiss Federal institute of  
technology lausanne

Tunisia

national institute of neurologyy

United Kingdom

prn

university of dundee

university of cambridge

glaxosmithkline

imperial college london

institute of neurology

university of newcastle upon tyne

Number of grant 
applications 
reviewed by 
MJFF in 2009

761
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Our Power to Convene: Select List of  
2009 MJFF Workshops and Summit Meetings

ADDF Drug Discovery for Neurodegeneration, 
February 2–3
(Sponsored by the Alzheimer’s Drug Development 
Foundation)
todd sherer, phd, vice president research 
programs, chaired a session on drug discovery 
and development for neurodegenerative diseases. 
participants brainstormed potential solutions to 
issues including selection of research models,  
target validation and pre-clinical development.

Placebo Response Workshop,  
March 30
(Co-funded by The Davis Phinney Foundation)
leading experts prioritized strategies for gaining 
a greater understanding of placebo effects in 
parkinson’s to improve the design and testing of 
future therapeutics. the placebo effect — in which 
patients who receive an inert substance nonetheless 
experience some or all benefits of active treatment 
— has increasingly complicated the interpretation 
of outcomes from pd clinical trials, creating a 
significant hurdle to the development of new 
treatments.

Next Steps on Dyskinesia, 
June 3
world-leading experts on dyskinesia, including 
members of the Foundation’s dyskinesia working 
group, assessed the status of various therapeutic 
approaches to alleviating this debilitating 
complication of long-term dopamine replacement 
therapy, and prioritized strategic next steps for MJFF 
and the field.

“MJFF’s PD Therapeutics 
Conference is an essential 
meeting for PD drug 
development because of its 
focus on what really matters: 
presenting the highest-
impact research ideas and 
compelling data. The goal is 
to streamline the process of 
aligning suitable partners 
and forging effective new 
collaborations.”

Franz Hefti, PhD,  
Chief Scientific Officer,  
Avid Radiopharmaceuticals;  
Chair, PD Therapeutics  
Conference 2010

Third Annual PD Therapeutics Conference, 
September 30 
nearly 200 academic and industry researchers and 
business development professionals attended the 
only major scientific symposium exclusively focused 
on speeding pd therapeutic development. 

Industry Strategy Session,  
October 8
global leaders of biotech and pharmaceutical 
firms provided crucial feedback on MJFF’s efforts 
to engage industry to date. participants also 
suggested next steps on de-risking parkinson’s 
drug targets and explored additional ways that the 
Foundation could partner with industry to speed the 
development of transformative treatments and a 
cure for pd.

Partnering for Cures,  
December 1–3
(Sponsored by FasterCures)
katie hood, ceo, debi Brooks, co-founder, and 
senior MJFF staff members participated in this 
first-of-its-kind meeting that brought together 
philanthropies, medical research foundations, 
and the biopharmaceutical industry in an effort 
to forge strategic collaborations key to the timely 
development of new medical treatments.

LRRK2 Summit,  
December 9
global experts in pd genetics assessed the state 
of the field in lrrk2 biology and therapeutic 
development, evaluated MJFF and field-wide 
activities, and recommended actions for MJFF and 
the field to accelerate understanding of the role of 
lrrk2 and its translation into meaningful therapies 
for people with parkinson’s disease.

scientiFic progress report

Number of 
researchers 
convened by MJFF 
for 40 strategic 
meetings in 2009

535

in 2009, MJFF brought together more than 500 top researchers from academic 
and industry labs all over the world for approximately 40 conferences, summit 
meetings and workshops. these sessions catalyzed concrete action steps — new 
grant programs, funding for critical tools and resources, novel collaborations 
and other tactical interventions to move the best ideas forward faster. 
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2009 in Photos 1.  Julianne Moore and 
Bart Freundlich.

2.  Gregg Allman, Denis Leary,  
Sam Fox, Elvis Costello,  
Roger Daltry, Michael J. Fox, 
John Popper and Steven Tyler 
backstage at “A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to Cure 
Parkinson’s Disease.”

3.  Board member David Einhorn 
and his wife, Cheryl.

4.  Amar Kuchinad, the top Team 
Fox fundraiser of 2009, after the 
NYC Half Marathon. 

5.  Board member Ryan Reynolds. 

6.  Twins Drew and Kyle Shackleton 
run the Chicago Marathon for 
Team Fox, qualifying for the 
Olympic trials in the process.

7.  Michael J. Fox and Stevie Wonder 
at “A Sunny Thing Happened 
on the Way to Cure Parkinson’s 
Disease.”

8.  Allison Maguire and Brian 
Grant (formerly of the Portland 
Trailblazers).

9.  Rachael Ray and John Cusimano.
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10.  MJFF Board Chair George   
   Prescott and his daughter, 
   Cheri. 

11.  Board member Al Glickman 
  with his wife, Judy, and 
  Michael J. Fox.

12.  MJFF Co-Founder Debi Brooks  
   and Patient Council member 
  Eugenia Brin. 

13.  David and Paige Glickman, 
  hosts of “Sunny Thing” 2009, 
  greet guests from the stage.

14.  Tracy Pollan and Michael J. Fox.

15.  Michael J. Fox, Martin     
  and Helen Scorsese    
  and Ronald O. Perelman. 

16.  Scott Fahey, Board member 
  Doug Ostrover, MJFF CEO  
  Katie Hood, Scott Williams  
  and Board member Curtis 
  Schenker.
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$25,000,000 or more
the Brin wojcicki Foundation 

$10,000,000 or more
chris sullivan*

$2,000,000 or more
eMd serono*
kinetics Foundation*
Judith and george prescott and Family*
the edmond J. safra Foundation*
the dotha s. welbourn  
charities trust

in 2009, with the help of more than 56,000 individuals, corporations 
and foundations, the Michael J. Fox Foundation funded over $39 
million in parkinson’s research. we are deeply grateful for our donors’ 
ongoing commitment to our mission to discover breakthrough 
treatments for parkinson’s disease.

this report lists those who honored us with significant contributions 
last year. also listed are the many friends and family members to 
whom they paid tribute with their donations. it is in their name and 
spirit that we work with continued urgency toward a cure. 

2009 Donor Listing

$1,000,000 or more
Margaret c. glosser trust 
Judy and al glickman/ 
albert glickman Family Foundation
anne and Burt kaplan*
shackleton Family*

$500,000 or more
Benaroya Foundation
donny deutsch*
elan pharmaceuticals, inc.*
great investors’ Best ideas  
Foundation/Michele and  
shad rowe

*recognizes multi-year commitment                            
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$250,000 or more

Estate of sam M. Anderson

Cheryl and David Einhorn

Lisa Piazza and David golub*

greenlight Capital, inc.

shannon and Mark L. Hart iii

Estate of John Christopher Kimmey

Lazard Capital Markets

Jean Patton 2005 revocable trust

Carolyn and Curtis schenker

Karen Pritzker and Michael Vlock

$100,000 or more

Anonymous (2)

Estate of Helen Bennett

shanna and Jon Brooks

Virginia Brooks*

Btig, LLC

the James E. Cayne and Patricia D. 
Cayne Charitable trust

Joyce and Barry Cohen

J. & F. Coody inter Vivos trust

Cantor Fitzgerald

tracy Pollan and Michael J. Fox

the sol and Lillian goldman Family

Karen Finerman and  
Lawrence golub 

John and Amy griffin Foundation

the Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley 
Charitable trust

Holly Andersen, MD, and  
Douglas Hirsch*

rachel and Amar Kuchinad

Dorothy L. Lesher Estate

Allison and Casey Maguire

Julie and Doug ostrover

Parkinson’s Unity Walk

ronald o. Perelman

robert Pritzker

the Pumpkin Foundation/Joe  
and Carol reich

Mrs. Edmond J. safra

Carl and ruth shapiro Family 
Foundation

$50,000 or more

Anonymous (3)

Bachmann-strauss Dystonia and 
Parkinson Foundation, inc.

sara and Kate Bloom Fund

Boehringer ingelheim 
Pharmaceuticals, inc.

Claire and Jason Capello

Barbara and Julian Cherubini

Estate of Beryll Deming

French American Charitable trust

the greater Kansas City Community 
Foundation & Affiliated trust

Carolyne and Edwin Levy

Jennifer and Marc Lipschultz

Joella and John Lykouretzos

the Mann Family Foundation

Zella M. McClure

the Miller Family Foundation

Edna May Minnick Estate

newman’s own Foundation, inc.

oak Creek Foundation

Pershing square Capital Managment

Prince Charitable trusts

Caroleen Feeney and richie 
rothenberg

solvay Pharmaceuticals

Katherine Farley and Jerry i. speyer

$25,000 or more

Anonymous

the Jeffrey A. Altman Foundation

Bloomberg

Julie Bowen and scott Phillips

Estate of ruth Carter

Ellen Hooker and Joseph Cassano

Morgan Management — robert 
Morgan, robert Moser, Chase Chavin 
and their families

sonya and Dev Chodry

stuart Clifton

steven and Alexandra Cohen 
Foundation

Camille and Michael Costa

DEArs Foundation, inc.

Deutsche Bank securities, inc.

Dillard’s, inc.

Jane and rudolph Dinunzio

norma Doering*

Eva Andersson-Dubin, MD, and 
glenn Dubin

Valerie Feigen and steven Eisman 

richard H. Fitzgerald

Lee Fixel

Jay goldman

susan and Kim Henry

Buddy and Edna Herring

Armin & Esther Hirsch Foundation

Marjorie and robert Hirschhorn

ionic Capital Management

sonia and Paul t. Jones

the Kellar Family Foundation

the Lauder Foundation

Douglas Liebhafsky and Wendy 
gimbel Charitable Fund

Margaret Munzer Loeb and  
Daniel Loeb

Merck

Meredith Whitney Advisory group

Mirken Foundation

Catherine and John t. Morse

Park Foundation

Pfizer, inc. 

Julie turaj and robert Pohly

rawley Foundation

Joshua rosman

Carolyn and Marc rowan

rick rucker — Lawrence County 
Parkinson’s Association 

Elizabeth and scott schefrin

Lisa rotmil and Alex schmelzer

Hilary Bates and Jerome simon

the Melvin and Bren simon 
Charitable Foundation

Winthrop H. smith Family Foundation

Anne-Cecilie Engell speyer  
and rob speyer

suwyn Family Foundation*

Mildred E. swanson Foundation

teva Pharmaceutical industries Ltd.

Maida and ralph W. tyron

Ullmann Family Foundation, inc.

Viacom international, inc.

Amy and Fred Weiss

Kimberly Williams-Paisley and  
Brad Paisley

$10,000 or more

Anonymous (8)

Lisette Ackerberg

Allen & Company

Alpha search Advisory Partners , LLC

Ammon Foundation

Avenue Capital group 

Barclays Capital

sylvia M. Becherer

Amanda Peet and  
David Benioff

Melissa E. Benzuly

Andrea Billhardt

Eric Blecker

rita and irwin Blitt

Christina Bloom

Margo and Mitchell Blutt

Donya and scott Bommer/ sAB 
Capital Management

W. L. Lyons Brown Foundation

William o. Burnett Foundation

Patrice M. Campbell

the Carmen Foundation

stephanie and Wayne Caron

Donna and Jake Carpenter

susan and nicholas Carter

stephen and Carolyn Chase

City Arts & Lectures, inc.

Close to A Cure

nancy and samuel D. Colella

the William E. Connor  
Foundation, inc.

Consolidated Anti-Aging  
Foundation

Cossette Communication, inc.

the Anthony M. Cotoia  
Foundation, LLC.

Basil J. Coughlan ii

rachael ray and  
John Cusimano

norah and John Daly

Eleanor and Peter Daniels

Josefina Diez

Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Dobbs

Cheryl and Blair Effron

Craig Effron and Company

thomas and Jeanne Elmezzi  
Private Foundation

the Emerson Hermetic Motor Division

Lois and richard England Family 
Foundation

the Ettleman Family Fund

Mary Kay Fitzsimmons

Dr. Marsha Heinke and  
Dr. Lawrence Forthofer

Julianne Moore and 
Bart Freundlich

Friedman Family Foundation

orrie M. Friedman Charitable Fund

Christen C. & Ben H. garrett  
Family Foundation

Jayne godfrey

stephanie and robert goldstein

Meg and Bennett goodman

Brian grant

the grateful Foundation, inc.

Ellyn and Michael greenspan

Jennifer and Bud gruenberg

Debbie and David Horn

the Howard Family Charitable Fund

Ann and skip irving

itsource technology

J.J.C.t.M. Foundation

the rona Jaffe Foundation

Patricia Jehle

Jet Capital Management

the robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Eleanor Francis nelson Jordan

JP Morgan Chase Foundation

Ellen Francesca Judge

Drs. Julie and scott Kalniz

  *recognizes multi-year commitment                  continued on page 25
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MJFF Becomes a Registered Canadian Charity

In 2009, The Michael J. Fox Foundation became a registered, tax-exempt charity in Canada, making all donations to MJFF from 
Canadian residents tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. Said MJFF founder and Canada native Michael J. Fox, “We have 
always been fortunate to be on the receiving end of a steady outpouring of Canadian support for our efforts to speed a cure 
for Parkinson’s. Canadian researchers have also been actively involved in our scientific agenda since our earliest days. It’s 
tremendously meaningful to me that our Foundation is now an officially registered charity in my home country.” The Foundation 
is grateful to these Canadian friends for their generosity in 2009.

doris adams

aerial communications group, inc.

apotex Foundation

James william ashcroft

steve atkinson

andy c. Barrie

Michele Bebis

the Bitove Foundation

kathy Blackmore

Francois Bourret

Michael Bregman

canaccord capital corporation

claire and Jason capello

nina castle

yves chabot

James chmiel

church street the place for steak

virginia cirocco

catherine e. clark

Judith l. cohen

roberta r. cooper

sherry s. cooper

Bruce cornell

cossette communication, inc.

creative colour &  
communications, inc.

dahlman rose & company, llc

eleanor and peter daniels

Jennifer d’aoust

Jamin davies

lisa de lusignan

Marc c. deslongchamps

distort, inc.

heli donaldson

karin and christopher downie

downtown Fine cars, inc.

dr. thomas Morton Medicine 
professional corporation

rupert J. duchesne

J. Moffat dunlap

emblem

enerspectrum group

peter Farmer

david Feldman

Franmed consultants (1993), inc.

Fraser Milner casgrain llp

paul a. Fredricks

dr. Bruce v. Freeman

stanley Fujarczuk

galin Foundation

sheldon garfinkle

giveMeaning Foundation

richard goldberg

geoffrey gouinlock

chris grannan

griffiths McBurney canada corp

dr. Milan gupta

andrew s. haibeck

nancy M. holland

John c. hamilton

the poul hansen Family

tennys J. hanson

william h. hatanaka

linda elizabeth hazen  
endowment Fund

adam hegge

paul higgins

Jane hill

susan e. hillary

Bethany hoffman

Beth s. horowitz

Minnie horowitz

hsBc Bank canada

i.p. rosati holdings limited

JtB international (canada) ltd.

Justine Blainey wellness centre

Jonathan kaida

kalex equipment services

dr. anil kapoor

dr. sunil kapoor

Mount allison university

steve klassen

kpMg llp

krembil Foundation

roger d. lace

esther lamoureux

nancy lang

christine leslie

paul F. little

andre longpre

Matthew Macgregor

Janet Mackinnon

rosa Macleod

Malcolm Marcus

Joyce Mason

soania and arun Mathur 

leslie McBeth

cheryl and rob Mcewen

Mike Mcpartland

Joseph M. Meaden

Medtronic of canada ltd.

Merz pharma canada ltd.

henry s. Mews

Minuk construction &  
engineering company

william Moll

annick Mullen

John Mullen

national Bank Financial group

kristy and eric nuttall

thomas J. obradovich

osler, hoskin & harcourt llp

dr. shekhar pandey

parkinson society canada

paul pathak

Joanna pedersen

rebecca philps

louise poelzer

dr. Mani raman

rivers reid ranscombe

rBc dominion securities, inc.

rBc Foundation

heather M. regent

andy renton

natalie rosen

sage investments limited

the sauder school of Business

rob scheifley

ianna selkirk

hemant sharma

erin sheard

Ferne sherkin-langer

dr. shaun singer

gale single

Mitra singh

dr. paul slavchenko

Michael spanier

Maureen squibb

st. Joseph communications

simon stanlake

Michael l. stein

ronnie strasser

carol grant sullivan

charles w. tellett

telus corporation

levino tittaferrante

toronto general & western  
hospital Foundation

Bruce towler

caird urquhart

deb voorheis

g. wesley voorheis

deborah walter

Michael a. wekerle

andrea witzel

robert d. wortzman

york university Foundation — 
Foundation de i’université york
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the Kay Family Fund

the Keyser Family

Patricia stonesifer and  
Michael Kinsley

the george Kress Foundation, inc.

Jenny Hewlett and  
Adam J. Kutas 

Martha Lam

Amalia and Peter H. Lucas

tami and Fredric Mack

Janet and tim Maher

soania and Arun Mathur

Maverick Capital Foundation

Howard McClure

trish McEvoy

Dennis M. Mcintosh

Barb and terry Meguid

Kalpana Merchant

norman A. Merollis

Patricia and Wallace Mersereau

Bette Midler

sandra Milken

Marilyn Muir

nationwide Foundation

nancy and Bruce newberg

Kim and richard nicely

Jennifer and sean o’neal

Parkinson Association of  
northern California

PCg Corp. 1

the geraldine and Eugene 
Pergament Education Fund

the Pioneer Fund

Estate of Marjorie D. Pippie

Corky and stephen Pollan

Jill and Mark rachesky 

Bobbi and george rainwater

Debbie and rob rodin 

Allen rosenberg

Beatrice rosenthal

georgina and Alan rothenberg

Pablo salame

Julie and gary salomon

Estate of Eileen r. salter

Pam and Jon scarborough

Francesco scattone

schaner & Lubitz, PLLC

the Edward i. seagraves Fund

William and Jacqueline shaw Family 
Foundation

Patti and Martin shenkman  
and Family

Jill and Bill shepherd

Elsa and stanley sidel

Jean s. smith revocable trust

Jeffrey Hamer

Jonathan M. Harris Family Foundation 

Kathy Harris 

the Claudia Hearn and Edward stern 
Foundation

Wandy and William Hoh

James Holmes

Judith and Michael Hooffstetter

Benjamin and Jessica Hoyer

Jesse itzler

Lisa and Lamar Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. David o. Jones

Candace Leeds and Ed Katz

Joy and Eric Kaye

Mary and richard Ketchum

Mary Kilfoy

Kathryn and richard Kimball

Paul Klinger

Marjorie and russell Knauer

Mrs. William t. Knight, iii

John & Evelyn Kossak Foundation, inc.

nyssa and Bill Kourakos

Kramer Levin naftalis & Frankel LLP

guymon Casady and Eric Kranzler

Christina and Barry Kringstein

Esther Lamoureux

Linda and Alan Landis

Lark Hall Films

Blanche & irving Laurie Foundation

Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Lee

Lee Family Fund

the Leibowitz & greenway Family 
Charitable Foundation

gloria Levine & Harvey Levine 
Charitable Foundation

Kathy and Michael J. Lewis

Light of Day Foundation

Holly and Jonathan Lipton

Deborah and Jim Long

M & t trust

robert Macklin

Ellyn and Michael Maguire

roxanne Majka

Make it Possible Foundation, inc.

Marla Meg gordon, Kornstein Veisz 
Wexler & Pollard, LLP

Mary and robert Mandell

gary Marks

Kathleen Kennedy and Frank Marshall

John and Maude Matouk Charitable 
Foundation

Mayer Family Foundation

Cindy and Mike McConnell

Helen M. Mcginn

the Boston Foundation

Mark J. Boujoukos

Eugenia Brin

Ms. Leila Kamal and Mr. Andrew 
Brockway

Brokerage Unlimited incorporated

nicole and Brad Brooks

Debi and Jeff Brooks

Brown Charitable Foundation

Bruno-shayegani Family Foundation

Paul Chan

John Chuck

Bruce Cohen

gloria Cohen

stephanie and Chase Coleman

toby Cooper

Courageous steps for Parkinson’s

CsrA PD support group Walkathon

Dawn and Edward D’Alelio

Larry and Anne Davis

gavin De Becker

Jill and Jeffrey Degen

James g. DelMauro

Mark Dickstein

Ms. Valerie A. DiFebo and Mr. James 
D. Byrne

the Donegan-Burns Foundation

Mary E. Dooner Foundation, inc.

Hillel Drazin

Donald D. Drobny

Catherine Boshaw and  
Doug Edlund

Drs. Jane and David Eger

Amelia Feinburg

Firman Fund

Bill Fischer

Fowey Light Fund, inc.

Fox Family Foundation

Pamela and george J. Fox

Lynn and Joel Frank

Joyce A. Friedman

ron and Linda galowich

Ellen gaslow

Kathryn and oliver gill

giveMeaning Foundation

Paige and David glickman

Deborah and Brian gottlieb

the tom and Bonnie grace Family 
Foundation

Wally and Charlie graham

Mr. and Mrs. Alan C. greenberg

Jeff and Mei sze greene Foundation

Laura and William gruy

Eugene gurkoff

sheila and tripp smith

Judith smolin

Henry spector

Corey Hajim and Jim sperber

stupell Foundation, inc.

Michelle and Howard swarzman

Leah and steven swarzman

Jack taylor

Levino tittaferrante

sophia tomich Living trust

Karin and Kenneth travis

U. s. Bank, the Private Client reserve

United talent Agency

Leslie and Bill Vollbracht

remer and Donald Waguespack

i. Waldbaum Family Foundation

reid and stacey Walker

Estate of Margareth M. Wall

the Walsh Family

Dr. Brent and terry Weinberger

Katie B. Whorton

Bill and sara Wilkins

Joan B. Wilton

Joe and Carol Wishcamper Fund

Daniel Wolf

Barbara and stanley Zax

$5,000 or more

Anonymous (3)

nina Abrams Fund

Acadia Pharmaceuticals

sigma Advanced genetic  
Engineering (sAgE) Labs

Kenneth Aidekman Family Foundation

AK steel Foundation

nonie and Larry Akman Fund of 
the Community Foundation for the 
national Capital region

Paul B. Albritton

ALL tri, inc.

Jack and sylvia Altman Foundation

Amicus therapeutics, inc. 

Marlene and Daniel Arbess

Karen and gregory Arrese

Babior Foundation

Lino J. Bailo trust

Lois Barnard

Mario Batali

Elaine J. Beresh

robin Berman, MD, and  
Ed Berman 

Biotechnology industry organization

Debra and Leon Black

Dan & Merrie Boone Foundation

$10,000 or more  (continued from page 23)

continued on page 26
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adele and Mark hart, Jr.

nancy hausman

June M. haverly

sharra l. haynes

health advances, llc

sheila and Jonathan herr

daniel herz

tom heymann

craig hill

Mark hoffman 

katie and phil holthouse

rusty holzer

katie and aaron hood

austin hope

david hornkohl

pat and shirley howe Fund

Jill and stuart hurwitz

leslie weisberg and James hyman

iBM corporation

illinois shotokan Booster club

international precious Metals institute

dr. Brenda M. ivker, phd

J.c. kellog Foundation

deb and tim Jacobus

Jamakepe Foundation

the Joelson Foundation

harry Johnson

Josflo corporation

JtB international (canada) ltd.

dora and neil kadisha

tigraw kastenberg

seow k. kek thay

elyssa kellerman

Michael h. kelson

harris and eliza kempner Fund

kings oil tools incorporated

natalie and Brian kirkdoffer

Bonnie and Bradford klein

Michael a. kolodny

david a. kovner

Joanne and roger kozberg

Judy and Joseph lamastra

lambert Family Foundation

Jeffery r. leake

phillip e. ledin

wallace r. and Bernice e. leslie 
Memorial Fund

david and Julie levine Family 
philanthropic Fund

norman h. levine

the Jack r. linsky Foundation

Marshall and carolyn litchmann

susan and preston lowe

lawrence Butler

patricia and alfred Byrnes

california Jurisdictional convention

linda and alexander l. cappello

Jock casasus

ruth Jones casey Foundation

ceregene, inc.

yves chabot

linda and Bernard chalfin 

charina Foundation, inc.

J. dawn and Mark christman

church street the place for steak

stacy and richard clark

william connelly

roger cooper

corn products international

william curtis

kimberly ann davis

Mr. and Mrs. Maged diab

tim disney

silvia and kevin dretzka

sheryl eberhardt

linda and richard ellis Family

kathy emmerson

nell everman

helen Ficalora

Jean and richard Fiesinger

Michele and drew Figdor

toby and oscar Fitzgerald

debby and lou Flancbaum

rayma and william Flint

nelle and John Fortenberry

Mark Frey

sharon n. Freytag

Joan Frost

lori and simon Furie

ronald garriques

alan gates

Beverly and herb gelfand

laurel and george gerhat

robert gersh

the glen oaks philanthropic Fund

elaine and Brenner glickman

Mindy and Jeff glickman

lisanne and howard godnick

dawn and Jim goldfarb

nancy Jane and Mark goldston

estate of rafael Joseph gonzalez

camille e. granato

ryan grant

the george & reva graziadio 
Foundation

vicki and Michael gross

signature Bank

Mr. and Mrs. donald simon

Mary and robert slaughter

sony corporation of america

tina and Mark stacy

carol and Jim storm

Jennifer and John streit

pamela and Jeffrey swartz

tamkin Foundation, inc.

priscilla and curt tamkin

carol and Melvin taub

teco-westinghouse Motor company

kent M. thornbrugh

peggy segal and david topper

Mr. and Mrs. charles tyler

susan and donald ullmann

charles vosmik

david M. wah

dr. and Mrs. John r. walch

Beth and John weaver

Melvyn and Barbara weiss Family 
Foundation, inc.

the harold wetterberg Foundation

carole and rick wiederhorn

teresa l. wilde

Janice and alan wingo

Mary a. wintzer

robert zemeckis

ruth zinar

$2,500 or more

anonymous (3)

susanna lachs adler and  
dean adler

geraldine and harold alden

steve a. alexander

Mary and edward allen

sophie and alan alpert

alseres pharmaceuticals, inc.

carrie and robert andalman

the stanley and Blanche ash 
Foundation

anthony Baer

Baron’s Fabrics, inc.

Barbara s. Baxter

Bayview Foundation

carolyn and don Berger

evelyn and william Bernstein

duncan Blair

charles J. and Brenda Block  
Family philanthropic Fund

lisa Boom

Joan Borinstein

James h. Breay

tyler Burke

stefanie Meisel and scott Macklin

Jodi and kenneth Meister

Merkle response Management group

leo Miller Family Foundation

estate of May Moore

carolin Moran

elizabeth Moran

donald Mullen

Beth and James kevin Murray

george M. Murray, iii revocable trust

John p. Murrin

Muskin Family Foundation

the andrew nagel and  
david Brodsky Fund

tracy and larry nagler

robert d. nankervis

Jack nash

Joyce and william niles

Julie and scott ohlman

Marlene osthoff

Mary anne and Jim ostrenga

leslie B. otten

parkinson’s resources of oregon

denise and donald paulus

Barbara h. pekow

peterson Foundation For parkinson’s

Justin pines

James and virginia pitts

lea and Barry porter Fund

Mrs. Jeanne F. coleman and Mr. 
lawrence F. portnoy

dr. and Mrs. Mukesh prasad

the william l. price charitable 
Foundation

stephen p. rader and Family

Bradley l. radoff

linda and richard reiss

katherine and Michael renoff

the rhodes Foundation

edward robinson

sharon and scott robinson

william rosenbaum

shani and doug rothschild

royal capital Managment

samaritan Fund

harriet samuels

Jennifer M. schneck

Manuel schneider living trust

cheryl and david schreiner

lynda Brecke and rick schwartz  

Mark seliger

the shack sackler Family

Frank selvaggi and william shea

Jack shenkman trust

$5,000 or more  (continued from page 25)
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Matthew Macgregor

John Magnuson

anthony Magoch

Joe Marinucci

david & susan Martin Foundation

Joel Mccleary

anne and James Mccoy

John l. Mchugh Foundation, inc.

Mckesson corporation

carole Joyce Mcneil

christopher l. Medina

clent Mericle

elizabeth and leslie Michelson 

lee Middlekauff — citi

debbie Minard

Brent a. Miner

Beni F. Monaco

Mariann and carl Morales

shelley olson and  
ramiro Moreno

Mary and warren Myer

nBsc

wesley & Julie nichols Family 
Foundation

northrop custom Metal, llc

nancy J. novick

earline arnold and deryck nuckton

victoria and ryan o’hara

doris and thomas parry

diane M. pattee

amy and Joseph perella

david phillips

sylvia l. polen

Judith Belzer and Michael k. pollan

Marla and dean provost

pugliese Family charitable Fund

larry F. randall

rainier investment Management, inc.

Jennifer saul and stephen rich

the philip w. riskin  
charitable Foundation

Mr. richard g. robb Jr.

rocking For parkinson’s disease 
research Foundation, inc.

larry roi

Michael r. romanowski

lawrence ruben

thomas J. sabourin

susan g. salerno

kenneth r. salling

vik and Margarita sawhney

Brian, Maire, aidan and  
Maeve schirf

schwab charitable Fund

anonymous (8)

sylvia Marie Becherer  
revocable living trust 

richard Belman

lorri Boetto

virginia Brooks

Jock casasus

cal chadwick

Frederick c. colton

Frances reser coody in 
memory of John lester coody

anne and larry davis

rudy and Jane dinunzio

estate of sam anderson

estate of lisa susan  
Baricelli-kureen

estate of helen Bennett

estate of ruth carter

estate of alma chitwood

estate of catherine ciocca

estate of diane Mae clark

estate of Josephine M. cretnik

estate of henry czerwiec

estate of Beryll deming

estate of Marjory s. Fellman

estate of rafael J. gonzalez

estate of richard gorman

estate of iva pauline hancock

estate of pollyanna herrell

estate of helen hoskin

estate of Jack kellogg

estate of John christopher 
kimmey

estate of dolores e. kossak

estate of louis krieger

estate of raymond h. lake

estate of dorothy lesher

estate of deb lipton

estate of Byron Mavrelis

estate of geraldine McMillan

estate of edna May Minnick

estate of May Moore

estate of sidney kanz Morgan

estate of Martin nash

estate of don and ruth palmer

estate of Jean patton

estate of Marjorie pippie

estate of Melvin rauch

estate of Marjorie richards

estate of eileen r. salter

estate of lucile traeger

estate of Melvin s. zuckerman

Janet and robert B. ettleman

Jeff evans

Barbara Folender

the donald and Martha B.  
geibel trust

Margaret c. glosser trust

peter gonsalves

Juan griego

the Frederick w., norma g.,  
and Janet l. grill Family 
endowment Fund

andrew s. grove

thomas k. & yvonne g. hanes 
charitable remainder trust

richard henriksen

lee herman

Mary hopkins

the hoover Family charitable 
remainder trust

Judy and charles a. huss

the grace richardson  
Jones trust

eleanor Frances nelson Jordan

the Jerry katz trust

rev. dolores k. kimsey

rose krieger

Jim and deborah long

sally and andrew lorenz

robert g. lusk

the edmund ernst  
Mcclure trust

elizabeth Murphy

karen oliver

the Margaret paul trust

John richard randall

larry randall

estelle randolph

The MJFF Legacy Circle

The Legacy Circle honors friends who support the Foundation’s work through 
bequests or other planned gifts. While MJFF’s mission has always been to put 
itself out of business by curing PD, planned gifts provide a major, long-term 
funding source that we can both plan around, and leverage immediately, to 
accelerate high-impact research.

gail reeves

Judith snow reidel

the elfrieda remlinger  
revocable living trust

thomas sabourin

karen schneider

Manuel schneider  
living trust

sean sidway

henry F. spector

dorothy strauss

the gilbert strong trust

the sutherland Family

the teitelbaum Family 
trust

the sophia tomich trust 

the John d. turkel 
revocable trust

alessio and Flora ventura

Margareth M. wall

dr. Brent and terry 
weinberger

elizabeth h. weinraub

the dotha s. welbourn 
charities trust

the charles c. white 
revocable trust

kathryn p. wright

yacuone living trust

If you have made 
estate plans that 
include MJFF 
and would like 
to be listed as a 
member of The 
Legacy Circle, 
please call 
Karen Leies at 
(212) 509-0995, 
ext. 269.

continued on page 28
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Jared Brimfield

the Judy & Bernard Briskin Fund

lynn a. Brody

ellen and peter Brody

John F. Brown

lisa and steve Brown

diana Browner

keith n. Browning Family Foundation

Beatrice Bruce

christian Bruckner

sandra and peter Bruhn

horst Brunner

Mr. and Mrs. steven c. Bryant

Janis and wiley Buchanan

dana Buchman

Beverly and James Buckley

kay and Matthew Bucksbaum

christine Bulawa

otis Burdine

laura kang and paul Burkhead

emily w. Burns

Burr and Forman, llp

eugenia and george Burylo

lloyd Byars

celia M. Byrne

the harman cain Family Foundation

Brendan callahan

carol s. callahan

Barbara and roger calvert

donald cantway

elaine and elliott caplow

the caravan trust

sandy carey

ian t. carnathan

donna carpenter

cheryl and steven carver

casey Family advised Fund

peter catalano

dawn and rocky caullwine

Barbara and anthony celeste

centre reinsurance

sara and Joe cerrell

Jacquelyn chandler

robert t. chang

charitable Foundation trust

charitybuzz

carol chase

lance h. chau

alfred checchi

Marissa and saj cherian

harry chernin Foundation

helena christensen

william christie

don c. Bedell

nancy and Michael Beebe

dr. holley a. Belch

gerry B. Belling philanthropic Fund

peter Benedek

Michael J. Bensing

alfred k. Berg

susan and adam Berger

Michael Bernstein

nancy and John Bertino

Jo anne and david Bescherer

Jo-anne and richard Bilotti

harvey Bird

Joann M. Bisto

kathy Blackmore

clarence and sheila Blair

Brad Blanchard

Barbara Blanchfield

carol and Jim Blann

Betty and ray Blansett

keith Block

kristie and steven Block

christopher Bloise

sandi and Jerry Bloomberg

Blue Bell Foundation

John and Myrna Blume

dr. Maxwell l. & Florence c. 
Blumenreich Foundation 

Boar’s head Brand cassametta 
provisions, inc.

Bobbo Jetmundsen Foundation

Bock & associates, llc

david Bohnett

robin Bond

Joseph F. Boulos

Francois Bourret

scott Boxer

tom and leann Boyan

Mark Boyd

norm and linda Boyer

Marcia and dennis Brager

david s. Brammer

shirley and John Bandy

dwight Brannon

Brenda and robert Brantley

Braude Foundation

david B. Breed

Janet M. Breedlove

daniel Brewer

Bricker & eckler, llp

Bridgewater associates, inc.

nicolas Brien

devon and peter Briger

Brenda and robert aiken

roger e. ailes

alaska aFl-cio

andrew albert

eduardo alcocer

Michelle B. alifanz

robert allard

andrew allen

Julie and david allen

Jean and harold allen

Jodie and george allen 

donald allman

william e. alt charitable Fund

george amandola

amedisys incorporated

american endowment Foundation

noni and charlton ames

nora ammar

noah J. anderson

annette andrade

anne and Joseph andrew

penny and Marion antonini

nino antuzzi

sheldon & carol appel  
Family Foundation

dane arden

Jody and John arnhold

courteney cox-arquette and  
david arquette

sharon asher

audio command systems, inc.

austin community Foundation

auto club speedway/ 
Ms. gillian zucker

avad, llc

the Bacas Family Foundation

shae Baddour

the arnold F. Baggins Foundation, inc.

lori pollan and allan Bahn

anne B. Baker

anne elizabeth Baker

pamela and Jesse Baker

leslie and Buck Balkind

paul c. Baria

John J. Barry

linda and douglas Bartlett

steve Barton

Michael Bartsch

lee Bass

Mickey Bass

kathleen c. Bassi

Jerome simon and hilary Bates

Beach equities

lisa and david Beall

charles scott

Jeff seabold

Michele and kenneth seim

kevin sheehan

robert sholty

glen and amy siegel

sills Foundation, inc.

linda and J.r. sims

rita sklar

Jude and Joseph smith

Maureen and glen smith

delores and isaac soffer

solomon Family Foundation

sound sight technologies, inc.

south valley civic theatre

Margaret p. stevenson Foundation

stolper Family trust

rose and richard straeter

lisa and scott stuart

summit county parkinson’s support 
group

sundance running club

ram sundaram

dr. s. Jerome and Judith d.tamkin

lisa and steven tananbaum Family 
Foundation

tarshis Family Foundation 

the adam usdan 2006 c.l.a.t

the kallis Family charitable 
Foundation

elizabeth and dennis tito

gail and richard ullman

Meredith and Bryan verona

Judy wada

sally washburn

anne and william washychyn

Bradley J. wechsler

norma and ed weinman

linda and patrick welch

diane wilsey

Jan and eddie woods

Billy wooters

ken wormser

Mr. and Mrs. wayne r. zdenek

Jeannie and terrence lee zehrer

$1,000 or more

anonymous (18) 

nancy and colman abbe

denise and herb abrash

Jorge acquaviva

aeroquip credit union

aggressive heating, inc.

agron, inc.

$2,500 or more  (continued from page 27)
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leslie and Morton gerson

steven gerstung

lisa and rick giacco

suzi and steve gilbert

deborah and donald gill

Michael gillen

Mike ginsberg

glaxosmithkline

shirley gleich

kathy and robert glickman

Justin gmelich

stuart goldblatt

Mitchell and lenore goldstein

Barbara M. goodbody

sandra and allen gookin

Mark gordon

James and Meg gordon

Judith and sheldon gordon

James and penny gorman

irwin gotlieb

thomas gottlieb & carol kirsh  
Family Fund

the gould-shenfeld Family Foundation

the grace Jones richardson trust

grand temple #15 pythian sisters nyc

grange kitchen and Bar

alison and andrew gratz

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett grau

erica and kenneth grau

Marisa and edward o. green

zoe and steve green

theodora and robert greenbaum

sandy and irwin greenberg

the Martin B. greenberg Foundation

sheila greenberg

nancy s. greene

greenlight Foundation

sherwin greenwald

donald e. greenway

sharon gregorcyk

edward w. griffin Memorial Fund

clark grimm

glenn grossman

deborah and allen grubman

kevin gruver

charlotte and larry gustavson

robert haber

cindy and James hadaway

Barbara and ed haddad

Mallory and peter haffenreffer

lia and Bruce hager

ginger and larry hahn

amy and david halliburton

elizabeth ernst

atilla ertan

drew ertman

Judith and irving evall

the evslin Family Foundation

tom ezaki

ramsey Fadiman

scott Fahey

Fairwood Financial services, llc

darby and Jason Farmer

peter Farmer

stephen e. Farris

Fasnacht Family Foundation

dennis r. Fay

Bunny and sy Feigenbaum

Joan and william Feldman

william Fellows

Fidelity charitable gift Fund

albert l. Fierro sr. charitable 
Foundation

esther Baird and stanley Fimberg 

Magdalen Fisher

peggy and dick Fitzgerald

andrew Fitzgerald and richard 
Fitzgerald

timothy Fitzgibbons

ilene and david Flaum

Maria and raymond Floyd

the ellen M. and lawrence B.  
Floyd Family Foundation

deirdre Flynn

kenny Foo

the Ford Family Foundation

Mary ann Forman

amy Foster

the connie Frank Foundation

Bruce and kipp Freeman

katherine Frekko

andrew and Brooke Friedman

edna Frigo

Judge hilda r. gage

roy gagnon

william gaine

Jane and robert gallagher

patricia and lawrence gallaway

gans-Mex, llc

richard garber

ken garschina

Jerry geldernick

Mary and peter gens

pat and charles genuardi

george weintraub & sons, inc.

Marilyn gerber

Joan l. germany

Michael de Jong

susan M. delago

gilles and inge dellaert

Maureen and robert deloury

paul d. delva

robert denlow

sarah and paul densen  
charitable Foundation

ginny depasqua

robert d’eustachio

kimberly dewalt

charles diamond

Jerry diamondstein

richard dickstein

linda k. dieken

Jennifer and royce diener

steve diFillippo

distort, inc.

don p. dizon

Jody dobrowski

Joseph dorsey

karen and christopher downie

clorinda r. driscoll

Jesse du Bey

patty and howard dubin

Michael dubin

stephanie and Brian dubinsky

James M. duBois

patrick and Mary dunleavy

dr. and Mrs. paul p. dunn

Marsha and anthony durniak

Marvin and Jean durning

kris dworkoski

robert dworkoski

the dyer Family

carole and david ebner

stanley ebner

the economist newspaper

the edgecomb Foundation

adele eger

ronald eger

Marty and dale ehrenreich

Mitzi & warren eisenberg  
Family Foundation 

Mrs. ethel eisenberg

Bruce w. elder

gail and Jim ellis

lisa and christopher engel

charles engelke and  
laurie white Fund

richard england

Joann and wayne english

rodney english

ross epstein

steven chrzanowski

chubb corporation

the chutorian-semler Family 
Foundation

pamela cincotta

circle of service Foundation

gary cirilli

ciuni & panichi advisors

robert c. clare

claremore club, inc.

erin e. clark

sacha clark

clayman Family Foundation

Marlynn k. clayton

Judi and george clute

the coffee Bean & tea leaf

louise and thomas coffey

abe M. cohen Family Foundation

Jeff cohen

dena and steven cohen

Mr. and Mrs. s. Michael cohen

george F. cole

tracey and adam collins

commercenet

competition corvette association 
incorporated

compulink Business systems

susie and Butch conen

John c. conwell

cooper sheet Metal

debi corbin

anita cosgrove

laurel and John cravens

Mrs. Joan creedon

Jeanne and peter crisci

Jeremy r. crisup

cws apartment homes, llc

louis dahan

dalio Family Foundation, inc.

Jan dallam

kumaran damodaran

diane danakas-discoe

katherine and costa darras

the david Family Foundation

nancy and russell davidson

ellen and gary davis

Joey davis

scott davis 

kathryn and stuart de haaff

elizabeth de ramel

dick deery

karen and carl degraaf

david deibel

continued on page 30
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yvette and roger kotch

selma and eldon koznek

Mitchell kramer

elaine kranich

seth krauss

James kress

carole and hal kroeger

lisa and clyde krogh

Beth and williams krumbein

kevin M. kruszenski

kucera Family Foundation

Jon kully

david kurti

randye and Brian kwait

lake Forest/lake Bluff Junior  
women’s club

Mary lou and Bill lange

chriscinda and Fabian lange

guy langevin

diane and Jerome lapham

patti and thomas larkins

pamela and erik larson

Jan and Fred laughlin

laurel conqueror 451

laurel conqueror association, inc. 
smoller scholarship Fund

verna and neil laurin

Bonnie englebardt lautenberg

Joe lavi

James e. lee

debra perala and robert lemon

len camber grantor trust

charles and Margaret levin Family 
Foundation, inc.

wendy and Barry levin

Becky and Mark levin

the richard l. levin Family 
Foundation

lola J. perniceiaro and Mark a. levine

elayne and howard levkowitz

edward and Jami levy Foundation

peter li

Jillian libenson

seth lieberman

anita and stanley liebowitz

Fred w. limbach

karen and Mark limbird

pam lindroos

stuart liner

annette p. lintz

paul F. little

the litwin Foundation

linda and robert livingston

local 147 tunnel workers

stephen and laurie kafka

kahn Foundation

robert J. kahn Foundation

richard kaminsky

g. kanda

thomas kandel

stephen F. kaney

sally and paul r. kanin

carol g. kaplan

ruth and Jess karter

karen katen Foundation

the Jerry katz trust

Beth and Brett kaufman

andrea kay

lauren, dave, Brady and reagan kay

Bryan and Meg keen

gina keenan-heepke

douglas kegler

Joell and george keim

yvonne kellar-guenther

katrina and pat kelley

Jed kelly 

Mary kelly

arline and robert kennedy

sara kenny

James M. kerr

dana and richard kind

dr. Betty r. king

kings drug and surgical

kings park slope, inc.

scott kingsley

shawn kingsley

Michael kinney

Margie and weldon kirby

rebecca a. kirk

laurie c. kissell

the kenneth and laurie kissell 
charitable Foundation

leonard kleiman

Matt and susan klein

valerie klein

Barbara and leonard kolod

the donald c. and norma  
(klug-French) allyn Fund of the 
lutheran community Foundation

gisela knijnenburg

kevin koch

John n. kogan

Marguerite and Morton M. kondracke

norman konner

elizabeth and ken kopelman

paul korman

Mary Beth and robert kors

scott koster

robert holo

samuel and hannah holzman trust

honey Farms, inc.

keith a. hoover

Mary hopkins

Joan hotchkiss

the Mary l. house charitable gifts

lina hu

hub international northeast limited

carol and Frank huber

leane and gerald huchital

paul huchro

hudson housing capital, llc

the huisking Foundation, inc.

derris and John humphrey

Juanita c. humphrey

elizabeth hunter

ryan huskey

Judith and charles huss

holly and thomas huth

i do Foundation

leonard iacono

icap services north america, llc

independent Bank

david B. ingrey

sharyl and roy inlow

lesley innes

international precious Metal  
institute new york

clifford w. ishmael

itg, inc.

valerie Frost-atkins and  
robert iverson

larry Jacobson

linda and denny Jacobus Family

Marc and karen Jaffe

sheryl l. Jedlinski

the sidney d. Jeffe trust

sheila Jefferson

suzie and Max Jellinek

Michael a. Jessee

Jewish communal Fund

Jewish community Foundation

Barbara and Mike Johnson

carol Johnson

elaine Joost

the Jordan company, l.p.

denine and robert Jordan

steven r. Jordan

william h. Josephs

sheryl Josephson

Matthew Joy

dr. scott kadlec

sharon kaelin

halperin Foundation

Jeremy halpern

don and Mary Jane hamaker

rodney n. hamilton

the hamilton Foundation, inc.

william hamm

andrea and John hampshire

rita wilson and tom hanks

rochelle hanna

stan hannah

trish hanson

harbor casino Bar restaurant, llc

eric hardesty

Judy and Joseph harding

susan and richard hare Family 
Foundation

ethel and samuel harmatz

harmon Family trust

ron harner

the harnisch Foundation

harper collins publishers

Jeremiah t. hart

Brenda harter

kristy and rob harteveldt

harvard university

Michelle and hugh harvey

peter and tina hayward

linda elizabeth hazen endowment 
Fund

robin and daniel hedlund

andrea and ron hein charitable Fund

Jeff heitzner

Betty and irwin helford

cathy duffy and Frank heller

robert helsgott

andrej-nicolai henkler

lee henson

James and Marjorie herald

debra hernberg

Jim d. herrgesell

Maureen and Michael hess

david hidalgo, M.d.

peggy and richard hieter

high Five Foundation

the hill Family charitable Foundation

hillard Farber & co., inc.

susan e. hillery

linda and Mike hinkle

Judith e. tschirgi and steven J. hoch

kay and grey hodnett

david l. hoffman

laurie and Matthew hogan

greg holden

$1,000 or more  (continued from page 29)
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adele F. loeb

arnold s. loeb

erin loebner

andre longpre

Mark loreno

antone and deborah lott

loyal order of the Moose

karen and Michael luce

Michelle luethy

lynn h. lullo

diana lum

evan lundin

Michael and louise lynch charitable 
Foundation, inc.

nancy and thomas lynch

amy and Brian Maas

John Mack carter, sr.

sue and todd Mackey

nancy Macklin

Madison avenue pharmacy

Melody and chris Malachowsky

charles Malk

Michael Mandel

Mike and sallie Manning

Marawood construction services

patricia Marinilli

Markit north america, inc.

Marlette Family Foundation

linda Marlowe

Joanne Marqusee

sonya Marsden and  
elsa Marsden

Barbara e. carr and david Marsh

heather J. Marsh

Margaret and robert Marshall

Joni and stephen Martino

craig Martone

regina and Fred Marvan

Marcia s. Massee

diane and richard Mason

dustin Matthews

Juanita s. Matthews

susan Matthews

the philip F. May charitable gift Fund

robert w. May

the J. robb Mayo charitable trust

nora and ed Mcaniff

James Mccarthy

docie and larry Mccormick

Jack Mccrory

phyllis Mcdonald

thomas Mcgee

Jane and ray Mcgowan

abbott laboratories, employee  
giving campaign

aetna Foundation, inc., partners  
in community giving

allstate giving campaign

american express Foundation company 
employee giving campaign

america’s charities, inc.

ameriprise Financial employee  
giving campaign

ameriprise Financial  
Matching gift program

the amgen Foundation

anheuser Busch, inc.

Bank of america charitable Foundation

Bank of america united way campaign

the Bank of new york Mellon  
community partnership

Bank of the west

Bill & Melinda gates Foundation

the Black & decker corporation

Boeing company employee’s  
community Fund

Bristol-Myers squibb company  
employee giving program

the capital group companies  
charitable Foundation

cardinal health Foundation, inc.

chubb & son

coastal georgia combined  
Federal campaign

davis selected advisers, l.p.

dell direct giving campaign

employees charity organization

employees community Fund of the  
Boeing company

evanston capital Management, llc

the Ford Foundation  
Matching gift program

ge Foundation

give with liberty

glaxosmithkline

global impact

goldman, sachs & co.  
Matching gift program

google

greenlight capital, inc.

harvard university

hewlett-packard

honeywell hometown solutions

iBM employee services center

independent charities of america

itw Foundation

John hancock Financial services, inc.

Johnson & Johnson Family of companies 
Matching gifts program

JpMorgan chase

keefe, Bruyette & woods, inc.

kraft Foods Foundation Matching  
gifts program

ktla-tv

lone pine capital , llc

lumina Foundation for education

the Mcgraw-hill companies  
employee giving campaign

Merck partnership for giving

Merrill lynch & co. Foundation, inc. 
Matching gift program

Microsoft corporation Matching  
gift program

Morgan stanley

Mutual of america

national cineMedia, llc

nestle Foundation

pepsi-cola company

pfizer united way campaign

portland general electric company

the prudential Foundation  
Matching gift program

the robert wood Johnson Foundation

sabre holdings united way campaign

sanofi aventis Matching gifts program

takeda pharmaceuticals employee 
giving campaign

tri-state health association  
incorporated

uBs Foundation usa Matching gift 
program

united way of alabama

united way of allegheny county

united way of delaware

united way of greater twin cities

united way of new york city

united way of somerset county

united way of southeastern  
pennsylvania

united way of the Bay area

united way of the columbia-willamette

united way of tri-state

valley of the sun united way

verizon Foundation

washington Mutual employee  
giving program

wellpoint/unicare associate  
giving campaign

wells Fargo community  
support campaign

xl reinsurance america, inc.

2009 Matching Gift Companies

We are grateful 
to these 
companies for 
their generosity 
in matching 
employee gifts to 
MJFF, resulting in 
a total match of 
about $200,000 
in 2009.

continued on page 32
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chris and linda Mckenney

the Mckinney charitable trust

peter Mckown

Michael B. McMahan

James J. Mcnasby

Mary Mcnaught

Joseph M. Meaden

Medicus Foundation

Mary Meeker

christopher Mellen Family Fund

John c. Mendillo Family  
Foundation, inc.

sue and Fred Menowitz

rosellen and Barry Mensch

charles e. Mensing

Mary Meola

annette Merle-smith

Betty and robert Mero

patricia a. Merrill

Bruce Meyer

the Meyer Family Fund

Micanopy area chamber of 
commerce

Fran Middleman

susan Bartsch and robert  Mileti 

Brian Miller

Janice Miller

steve Miller

the Miller Family Fund

Joanne Mcelligott and douglas 
Millett

Missionfish-polf

phillip Mitteldorf

andrea and Michael Mohr

shelly and Frederick Molineux

phyllis Molyneux

sarah orsay and russell 
Montalbano

ann B. Moore

olga and thomas Moreland

david e. Morey

the Moroze Family Fund

dwight and susan Morrow

lou Moskowitz

tim and emily Moulton

Msr advisers, inc.

John Mullen

william a. Mundell

wendy Munger

Maureen ocallaghan-Murphy and 
John Murphy 

John d. Murphy

Mark Murphy

Mary Murphy

Marlene h. Murtonen

richard Muscio

thomas c. Muse

kary and gary Myers

naMsB Foundation, inc.

national cineMedia, llc

national Madison group, inc.

Michael naumann

hedy and Benjamin nazarian

Margaret and leroy negus

Merle and leonard nelson

richard p. and Faye nespola 
charitable Foundation

Mary and alexander navab

new england research and 
Management, inc. 

newark asphalt corporation

sally nichols

Joan c. niedfeldt

anne and thomas niesen

Jeffrey M. nobel

ann and george norris

virginia w. norris

richard nunnelley

kristy and eric nuttall

ruby and Jack obenauer

edward o’connell

Brenda and Budge offer

kit and roger olen

stephen olentine

Madeleine d. o’Mara

toni oosting

Minna and duncan orrell-Jones

gerald ouderkirk

robert ousterhout

oxford industries Foundation

patricia and stephen paddock

timothy paisley

palm Bay international, inc.

the pampered chef

chester panek

paramount capital group

katharine and Bret parker

clint parsons

pat Boone Foundation, inc.

Florence h. pattee

Frances paulsen

John and gail payne charitable  
gift Fund

steven and nancy payne Fund

amy and Brook payner

John p. peavy

peerless clothing international

Faye pender

sandra and norman pessin

nancy peterson

susan toeniskoetter and daniel 
petree

carrie and william petty

pg productions, llc

rosalind and edward pineles

pittman Family Foundation

pivot architecture

the plymouth rock Foundation

louise poelzer

ann and peter pollack

pond Jumpers

elaine and henry pope Jr.

carol a. porter

Marc porter

poudre valley health system 
Foundation

debbie, rick, ashley and  
Jeremy powell

philip press

anthony and Jeanne pritzker 
Family Foundation

tony proctor

dina and douglas propp

gail propp

Marc puich

Mr. and Mrs. thomas w.  
purcell, Jr.

teri and randall putnam

kelli and allen Questrom

sandra and darrel Quick

stephen g. Quill

r.s. Quality products, inc.

stewart rahr

lisa and Jim ramsay

karen l. ramsey

kathleen and c. dean rasmussen

adam ratica

robert rau

raymond Benner living trust

Mary reaske

andrew and Monique 
rechtschaffen

angie and steve redding

sharman reecher

the reichert Foundation

kurt reinsberg philanthropic Fund

Barbara and paul reitzin

Jack remnet

eileen rencher

the rFp Fund, inc.

Jill and scott rhea

dave and lori rhodes

irene hegeman richard, Md

harry and verna richardson

Joseph richter

norman & Myrna ricken 
charitable trust

Barbara and craig robbins

virginia robbins

susan and robert roberts

sandy and Mark robinson

the Martin and ellen robinson 
charitable Fund

nicholas roccanova

laurie g. rocha

Jack rodin

Joao rodrigues

Margaret and John roever

larry rogovein

Jullie and garry rollins  
charitable Fund

Meg and John rosecky

alex rosello

scott rosenburg

eva yarmo and david rosenthal

Mitchell rosenthal

tibby and abby ross

the rothfeld Family Foundation

Melissa and Matthew rubel

steven g. rubenstein

terry s. newman and david B. 
rubin charitable Fund

robert n. rubin

ellen rudman

senator warren rudman

the Brenner rudman  
charitable trust

ruppel lee Family Foundation

Michelle and John p. russo

david sack

leslie sack

stephen sacks

Michael e. sadres

sage software, inc.

elizabeth doyle and david 
saltzman

troy and connie salyers

James and Janet sammer

MaJa kietzke and anthony 
sanchez

dave sankey

Jack savely

kenneth sawka

linda sawyer

scars into stars charity

Joshua schechter

schechter Foundation

harry and lila schiffman

$1,000 or more  (continued from page 31)
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suzette and Jay schochet

luci schofield

the Jean and thomas schreiber 
philanthropic Fund

nina and paul schroder

schulman Family Foundation

Judith and John schumacher

Marc schumann

Mark schupack

Mary and richard schuster

susan schutzman

teresa and daniel schwartz 

Meryl and Jeff schwartz

walter a. scott

georgia l. sebek

raquel and andrew segal

the selkowitz Family Foundation

ambassador and Mrs. Mel sembler

karen and samuel seymour

sara and Mark shacket

Marjory and Jeffrey sharp

clifford a. sheets

Marti M. shell

pauline and alex shender

Martin M. shenkman revocable trust

Marilyn and rex sheppard

John h. ship

debbie and steven shough

rose Betty short

Judith M. shutz

the sidewater Family Foundation, inc

wendy and stephen B. siegel

sierra Microwave technology, llc

Ben sihota

Mr. and Mrs. steven silver

david sims

gale single

Jane and steve sinton

aaron sirulnick

sanford sirulnick

Bridget sisson

susan p. sloan

paula and charles small

derek smith

dione and Joseph smith

piper and roger smith 

samuel a. smith

sydell and ira n. smith

kristin k. snow

Jacob solomon

lisa, Jared, Jake, and Mitch solomon

the solomon group

scott F. sonkin

Fritz eric sperling Jr.

lynne and eric spillman

Justin spitzer

don springer

eric sprunk

simon stanlake

dan stark

dennis and Janice steindler

drs. susan and robert stephens

adam sticpewich

dana and andrew d. stone

Jacquie l. strauss

Marie strebel

Jennifer and chad streit

Joanna strizic

amelie stroh

eric strom

harvey and susan stromberg

peggy sturman

Marianne sufrin

gary suttle

georjean sweis

anne and alan taetle

kathy taggares

karen a. tamburlin

edward taran Fund

lynne tarnopol

nancy and James taylor

nancy and Mark taylor

tca Bannockburn, llc

td Bank

John teeger

teM-pace, inc.

helen l. temple

a. thakrar

cindy and robert theberge

lisa thenell

third horizon Foundation

Mary and homer thomas

Michael thomason

Michael thompson

Michele and william thompson

rose thorne

Frank and Margaret throssell Fund

tiarks

gail tomberg

Mamie tompkins

catherine toomer

Jack and Berte toppell Family 
Foundation

Bruce towler

allison townsend

Jean M. trainor

traub-Brittan Family Foundation

terry tribolet

tri-state health association 
incorporated

susanna and John trittschuh

linda B. trugman

todd d. turnidge

Jane and wat tyler

lisa tyson

unifrutti of america, incorporated

united way of the columbia-
willamette

nancy and chris unrath

victoria and walter van den Burg

sally van dyke

loren k. vanderslik

vector search group

nicole and Michael vermut

hope and John van Beuren

van wagner communications, llc

the peggy & ellis wachs  
Family Foundation

the wagner Family Foundation

valerie wagner

wakefern Food corporation

the Morton & lillian waldfogel 
charitable Foundation

suzanne e. walsh

charlie wancio

Mary and Jack ward

william warden

theresa and Bradley warnecke

Jason warner

david and phyllis warrick Fund

phyllis J. warrick

washington trust company

gayle F. wasserman

wasson Family

richard weber

wechter Financial services, inc.

eliot and Beth wegbreit

sheila and edward weidenfeld

Julie and peter weil

christine kelly and Morton o. weinress 

elaine and Melville weiser

eleanor and norman weiss

the roberta and allan weissglass 
Foundation

the adam J. weissman Foundation

sharon and James welty

Jane wenner

wesBanco

david westerman

westlake golf and country club

John r. wherry

grace and glenn whitecotten

Mary and rick whiting

whitlock and associates

Mary e. whitworth

James wicker

elisha wiesel

daniel wilkins

Brett, Jack, charlotte and  
cricket wilkinson

donald e. will

dale williams

Michelle and zach williams

lynn wilmas

allen wilson

Murray John wilson

pete wilson

daniel wistran

Joel s. wojnilower

Meredith wolff

wolters klumer health

world-wide holdings, inc. Fund

robert d. wortzman

gerald wright

Jennifer and david wroan

Brooke and Brett wyard

Jean yee

wanda and charles young

peggy katz and James young

Mary ellen and Jim young

Fei and wei yu

larry s. zajdel

loreen zakem

lois and andrew zaro

craig zinserling

daina zivarts

denice and tom zucca
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robert g. deloury

rocco J. demilio

lorraine depompa

david F. dewaters

Marina J. dewey

John a. dieken

Manuel v. diez

rudolph dinunzio

Mary c. docherty

charles doering

alex doolas

roger durban

william dusterhout

thomas d. ebner

lois a. elander

anne-cecilie engell speyer

thomas english

Morris l. estess

everyone at rock steady 
Boxing

everyone with parkinson’s 
disease

dorothy evslin

anne eyes

ralph p. Fader

Jack Famularo

Jeanne h. Faulkner

natalie h. Fay

albert l. Fierro

karen l. Finerman

emanuel Finkelstein

patrick Finnegan

richard h. Fitzgerald

ronald h. Fitzsimmons

earle r. Flesher

John l. Flowers

John J. Foley

Manuel Forman

Julian F. Forthofer

lawrence e. Forthofer

Michael J. Fox

charles Frantz

theodore Frazis

helen Fronstin

daniel B. Frost

cynthia Fucci

richard garber

Joseph a. garraffa

natalie gasior

abraham gaslow

paula gaston

patricia gateff

robert d. Bruce

robert Buchanan

edward Burke

william o. Burnett

Jerry r. Burns

Barbara c. calvert

Janice campbell

Minnie cantor

ross M. canty

george w. carpenter

robert M. carriger

patrick a. caruso

Barbara carver

Margaret w. caullwine

elizabeth v. cavano

vincent celenza

david cerrina

Josephine cerrina

Joyce chalnick

chinghwa p. chang

elizabeth a. chase

arthur a. checchi

wes christie

ronald t. chung

Jeanne a. clare

patricia clarke

John w. coffey

Barry J. cohen

louis cohen

richard cohen

howard cohlan

gerald F. conlin

Joseph e. connor

william conroy

John B. cooke

hiram l. cooley

denise costa

lucien J. cote

robert cowhey

don crisup

william c. curtis

linwood custalow

dad

antoinette r. dalo

Joseph a. d’anna

rex davis

susan M. davis

glenn davis-anacker

James n. de haaff

victoria dean

donald h. dehayes

ellsworth J. abare

Martin abel

Fabrizio acquaviva

Margaret e. allen

Martha l. allen

sara g. allen

dave alpert

Mark l. amoss

eleanor h. ancona

samuel M. anderson

Jerald l. andrew

paula p. archinaco

Joseph p. armao

John e. arnet

ian arons

tim ashe

louis w. astorino

Mary athanas

robert audette

J B

Marian l. Badendieck

william h. Bagot

woodrow h. Baker

paul Balerud

shirley Bandy

Bettye Baria

gerald Basie

Frank M. Bass

arlene M. Bauer

richard Beck

shirley r. Belch

thomas h. Belt

raymond Benner

Jerry Bernstein

Judy Bernstein

shirley c. Berryessa

howard Bidwell

lois Binder

Janet Blazon

gary r. Bloom

eugene J. Boros

Michael Bosse

Freida Boujoukos

sharon Boyd

Francis B. Bracken

Jack Breed

susan B. Bressman, Md

lisa Brodsky

robert M. Brody

Marie Brooks

Janet l. Brown

Melvin gerber

Joseph p. gibbons

Jan gibson

Joseph w. gibson

Jack giesecke

Bob ginsberg

albert B. glickman

david glickman

Judith glickman

sandra gluck

esther goldberg

sheldon goldstein

Margot gosen

david a. graffam

lafayette M. gravely

rhonda l. greear

dorothy greene

elliott s. greenspan

Matthew greenstein

curtis l. greenway

rosa l. griffin

grace s. griffith

carl grossman

Fred w. grotophorst

william a. gruy

paul gustavson

cindy hadaway

John s. hager

sylvia harman

ramona a. harmon

kermit harner

stanley hart

william J. harte

william hauf

susan B. haverstock

leo e. helander

Jerome helgren

anita s. henry

patrick henry

dena herema

Michelle hespeler

patricia c. hester

leonard F. hill

naomi hoffman

robert B. holland

Jim holt

katie hood

richard e. hoover

sarah k. horn

warren hottenstein

doris J. houser

lo-ching hua

Bertha J. humpery

arthur l. humphrey

John r. humphrey

william h. hyde

Frances v. ireland

dave iverson

philip r. Jamison

Joseph s. Jankovic, Md

alberto Jimenez

charles l. Johnson

gerald l. Johnson

rhona B. Johnson

Freeman p. Jordan

Julia Jordan

Mary kamal

delphine kaminski

amalia s. kaminsky

John e. kandel

larry e. kandel

Marshall a. kaplan

Maurice kaufman

ernest kellar

s. arliss kemp

violet M. kent

clifford r. kesler

John w. king

James c. kirk

Mary l. kissel

Mary l. kissell

eugenia koog

Frank kotch

edward w. kowalczyk

selma i. koznek

Barbara kraly

clyde l. krogh

robert kroupa

renee kumetz

gerald t. kurtz

Bonnie kutas

dirk a. kuyk

John n. lam

Bernard c. lamas

Michelle d. lane

selma lanes

robert e. larson

elliott latez

robert F. latimer

John J. laureto

neil laurin

david M. laushey

2009 Tributees

Donations  
have generously 
been made  
in tribute  
to the following 
individuals and 
organizations.
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stephen lawrence

Megan layer

sylvia M. lazar

wanda M. leach

Merle leake

Joy leichenger

roland h. leisy

william B. leonard

george lerman

Martin levin

h. Burton levine

gustave l. levinson

arnold levy

edwin a. levy

linda avey’s Father

ariel linden

arthur e. lindroos

david F. lindsley

gerhard d. linz

Jennifer lipschultz

Marc s. lipschultz

val livingston

Barbara lizerbram

richard locke

Jim long

delores loreno

donald n. lykens

John t. lykouretzos

Fred Mann

Michael J. Manning

elena Manno

ellis l. Marks

ralph h. Marquet

robert Marvan

harry Maunu

Marilyn h. Mayer

teddy Mayer

Mitsuko Mccandlish

ida l. Mcclure

sean Mcconnell

cleo Mccroden

rosemarie Mccrory

kathy Mccune

thomas J. Mcdade

e. Janet Mcdonald

edward Mcgah

Mary etta Mcgaughey

patrick t. Mcgowan

carol r. Mcguire

louise Mclaren

James d. McMahon

John J. Mcnamara

James w. Mctague

robert g. Meelheim

richard l. Meirink

Mike Meltzer

John c. Mendillo

Barry Mensch

lavonne s. Mensing

scott Meril

cora Messinger

Joyce a. Metcalf

John r. Meyer

patricia Michaels

david o. Miller

leo Miller

shirley Miller

Jewell o. Mohn

Jerry Moore

Monica Morekin-serfas

thomas p. Morrissey

Mary c. Murphy

thomas p. Murphy

wilma M. Murrin

donald J. Murtonen

cheriyath nath

noel nathanson

susan nathanson

Maurice r. nazareth

robert g. neale

ron nelson

Joseph d. o’Brien

catherine s. o’connell

Mary l. ostrowski

lavonne pagelow

donald g. paige

Mary a. palmer

Muriel J. parmenter

John paron

hillery a. parrack

robert w. patin

narhari patolia

Joseph c. pattee

James h. patterson

anne paykos

david h. peery

claiborne pell

harold d. pendergraft

robert e. penny

ruth perrigino

Mary B. perry

norman h. pessin

James J. peters

Jim peterson

richard t. peterson

homer e. pfefferkorn

raymond e. pittman

albert B. polen

stephen M. pollan

Joel portnoy

Jack M. posen

lane d. powell

Joel press

dolores M. princiotta

robert pritzker

charles h. pulley

sue B. pye

thomas B. ramsey

gary l. randall

richard randall

theodore M. ratica

kenneth a. reecher

kevin reilly

Margaret M. rhea

roger J. rice

Jacqueline richard

deborah ridel

antonio rimanelli

robert e. roderick

sonya rodin

Jean rooney

richard M. rothenberg

george w. rourke

Judith F. rubin

Josef ruepp

helen runnels

alfred g. russell

kenneth B. russell

hans salomon

harry salter

Jessie santini

edith saunders

shiv l. sawhney

giuseppe scattone

helmut M. schaffler

carolyn schenker

gail schmerl

richard l. schneider

thomas M. schroeder

Margaret M. schuman

elaine w. schuster

Frank g. sebek

delores a. seeber

Jerome a. sertick

robert w. shackleton

paul r. shalita

ruby shepherd

Jerome p. shifter

yaeko shintani

Joanne ship

debbie shough

georgina silva

evelyn simon

Melvin simon

alexander M. sinclair

Merle e. singer

Frederick J. sisson

Mary e. skewes

charles sklar

leo J. sklar

patricia a. sloan

edward smallwood

clare d. smith

guy h. smith

hugh p. smith

ira n. smith

princie l. smith

sandra M. smith

Martha snow

Mary l. solema

Judith c. spencer

emily spiegel

Jerry spiegel

ann k. spier

Jack spillman

warren e. sprague

david steen

ray steinman

susan a. stephens

donald J. stewart

harry J. stingley

stanko s. stojkovic

howard M. strauss

Mary g. strazz

edward a. strebel

robert F. streit

Joseph J. strizic

shirley stroud

eva stuenkel

arnold l. sutta

craig swanson

paul swanson

robert o. sykes

robert temple

colburn r. thomason

andrew tobias

Jack toppell

william torresi

Judith a. towler

Jennifer trittschuh-valles

John r. twiss

Miller h. ullmann

Martin B. unger

alvin vanderslik

James vaugh

virginia norris’s Mother

thomas a. wagner

irene wakabayashi-yanaga

sharon walker

anthony w. walsh

antoinette warden

stephen d. weinress

leona welty

stephen welty

annette westerman

Bill J. whitworth

richard J. wiederhorn

earl wiener

Jack wilco

samuel a. wilkinson

david r. williams

linda williams

John s. wilson

elsie winn

william h. winston

Mildred wise

sue wojnilower

Marty wolff

dorothy M. yares

Barbara p. young

charles w. young

Miriam zaretsky

Marta zivarts

iva v. zucca

seymour zwerin
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kasey Jaffe 
Party and Silent Auction 

lori Jawitz 
Unity Walk

warsaw center 
Jog for Jim 

catherine keane 
Boston Marathon

Brad kear and lois kear  
Party for Parkinson’s

diane kinsey 
Walk With Mary

steve klassen 
Fundraising Letter Campaign

tavia kowalchuk 
Baltimore Half Marathon

al and Beth levine 
Hockey and Triathlon Events

Jon Maier 
Mighty Hamptons Triathlon

gary Marks 
Patriot Golf Tournament

erin raitt and scott Martineau 
ESi Ironman 70.3 Augusta

steve Miller 
Boston Marathon

eric neiman 
Seussical at Tri-Valley Rep Theatre

ohio state university 
2nd Annual Pancakes for Parkinson’s 

gail oliver 
Mrs. Mo Memorial Golf Tournament

stephanie paddock  
NYC Triathlon

Michala and dennis witas 
Pubbin’ for Parkinson’s 

sarah rasmussen  
Team Fox Golf Tournament

ken reichel 
50 Marathons Before 50

Josh rozbruch 
Boston Marathon

richard sanks 
Ironman Germany

amiel sawdaye 
The New England Parkinson’s Ride

kathi sawka 
Boston Marathon

team Meem 
Utica Boilermaker

david teitelbaum 
Knight-Teitelbaum Wedding

university of virginia 
5th Annual Pancakes for Parkinson’s

the wistran Family 
3rd Annual North Shore Walk for 
Parkinson’s Disease

elizabeth woodbury 
Annual Spring & Summer Style Show

$5,000 or more

andrew allen 
Spin for a Cure

laurie allen 
Reach Out Hearts

alpha tau omega 
3rd Annual Charity Chili Cook-Off

John antonini 
Austin Triathlon

Jan Bogner 
Put the Fire Out for Parkinson’s

Brendan callahan 
Boston Marathon 

John carter 
Racing the Planet: The Gobi March

Jennifer chadwick 
Tiptoe through Tulips

alyssa Johnson and Barry cohen 
Wet Dogs Calendar / NYC and  
Boston Marathons

carol constable 
Golf for Parkinson’s Benefit

Jody culmone 
Team Fox Fundraiser

dance for a cure 
Ciao Parkinson’s

the deery Family 
Dick Deery Run/Walk for MSA

david diedffenbach 
Boston Marathon

sean Ferrell 
Marine Corps Marathon

Meg Fisher 
1st Annual Pig Roast for  
Parkinson’s Research

timothy Fitzgibbons 
Boston Marathon

debby and lou Flancbaum 
Pars for Parkinson’s

ryan grant 
Pints for Parkinson’s Disease 
Fundraiser

oliver holler 
To The Future: Transcontinental 
Mission

catherine dumoff 
Rally for Parkinson’s Tennis 
Tournament

eagle Bridge Foundation 
Sigma Chi EBF Golf Weekend

tracey earl 
Buckles and Spurs Gala

the epstein Family 
Epstein Family Pancakes for 
Parkinson’s

Michael Feinsod 
City to the Sand 100 Mile Ride

nicholas Frasso 
Help Hook The Cure Striped Bass 
Derby

gene gaunt 
Boston Marathon

doug gigliotti 
Steak Fry

Jayne godfrey 
The Bluegill Benefit

yonina gomberg 
NYC Half Marathon

team gordon 
Providence Rhode Races

Junior hollywood radio and  
television society 
JHRTS Holiday Party

eugenia koog 
Play to Find a Cure for  
Parkinson’s Disease

neil korf 
Team Fox Fundraiser

pinky’s passion for a parkinson’s cure 
Pinky’s Passion for Fashion

zachary rau 
Dic-Wisco Farms Pars for  
Parkinson’s Golf Outing

ryan reynolds 
Team Fox Celebrity Chair

Mara richards 
Peaks for Parkinson’s

gary schmitz 
Walkfest ’09

kyle shackleton and drew shackleton 
Chicago Marathon

sean slaughter 
Team Fox Tennis Tournament

Michael spanier 
Chicago Marathon

team n2tri 
Longhorn Ironman 70.3

$50,000 or more

susan Bilotta 
Tips for Parkinson’s

Michael costa 
The War on Parkinson’s  
Softball Game

susan kauffman 
Kickin’ Parkinson’s One Lap at a Time

Mary anne ostrenga 
Garden Walk & Sunset Reception

Joann runk 
“Music for Parkinson’s” Benefit 
Concert

wilkins Media company 
Polo for Parkinson’s

the woods Family 
The New England Parkinson’s Ride

$25,000 or more

delaware pancakes committee 
1st Annual DE Pancakes for 
Parkinson’s

david eger 
7th Annual Music for Parkinson’s 
Research Concert

the greif Family 
5th Annual Friends of Parkinson’s 
Twilight Golf Outing

larry howald 
Seven-In-Seven

Josephine poehlmann 
7th Annual Benefit in Memory of  
Tom Poehlmann

rucker’s candy 
LCPDA Golf Classic Fundraiser

$10,000 or more

arrowhead inn 
Arrowhead Open Golf Classic

skip Bailey 
Coast to Coast for Parkinson’s 
Research

Marian c. Bell Foundation 
P.A.R. for Parkinson’s Golf Event

tim Blair  
Antarctica Marathon

peter Bleiberg 
Boston Marathon

rosemary Beach Foundation, inc. 
The Jim DelMauro Rosemary  
Beach Run

david dorsey 
Hilton Inn at Penn Reception  
and Auction

In 2009, over 1,000 dedicated Team Fox members collectively raised nearly $3 million to support The Michael J. Fox Foundation’s 
high-impact research programs. Whether they flip pancakes, start a golf tournament, hold a yard sale or run a marathon,  
these passionate and creative people all over the world form an unstoppable team that keeps finding more ways to help advance 
the Foundation’s vital work — bringing us all closer to new treatments and a cure for Parkinson’s disease.  

F O R  P A R K I N S O N ’ S  R E S E A R C H
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ING NYC Marathon

Team Fox’s growing marathon program was honored to be included again as an 
official charity partner in the 2009 ING NYC Marathon. 220 runners from four 
countries and 21 U.S. states put one foot in front of the other for 26.2 miles to 
raise over $857,000 for The Michael J. Fox Foundation’s research toward a cure.

$50,000 or more

amar kuchinad

$25,000 or more

Michael dubin
veronique enos
tim reid

$10,000 or more

yves chabot
gregory conen
dan Meador

nike, inc.

kenneth olson
kevin and colleen schirf

$5,000 or more

anne elizabeth Baker
alex Bird
gary cervantes
steve denker
Jeremiah driansky
kris dworkoski
patrick egan
lauren estabrook
ahmed Fahim
kurt Fielder
terence Flannigan
ronald garriques
shannon goff
randy greben
andy hunt
christine kevan
ken kubota
gayle proctor
Barbara etzel and 
rob Basch 
erin robbins
david sack
lorri and terry scovill
nina tringali
sally washburn
stephanie wenning and 
lauren wenning
Matt wilbur
donna williams

$2,500 or more

liza abad
Fahad ahmed
heather allerdice-gerow 
nora ammar

Jen anderson
adrienne Baranowicz
alex Beck
rebecca Bennett
eric Bland
clayre Brown
Jennifer Browne
tony carbone
vincent carrotozzolo
andrea castillo
James chmiel
doreen clifford
william connelly
rebecca corso
Blair coulson
dana coyle
tim crowley
dayna de simone
kimberly dewalt
simon esposito
scott Fahey
Mckee Falk
John Fitzmaurice
robin Flanz
chris grannan
sarah hansen
trisha hanson
caitlin harrington
Bethany hoffman
rusty holzer
lori hongach
anders hyde
roger imhof
richard Jones
Jonathan kaida
kari keane
Michael kelly
Jennie kelly
Julie king
shawn kingsley
scott kingsley
nathan kirk
Jesse kraus
rachel kreisman
Jon kully
Michele kustera
shawn leo
david levine
Jeremy levy
James lin
erin loebner

noah lucas
Michael lyons
naz Majidi
Jason Mang
laura Manofsky
Joseph Mcdonnell
pamela Mcilvaine
andrew Mclean
Mike Mcpartland
deborah Meyer
kristine Miller
gwen Miller
Brian Monk
annick Mullen
kristin Murray
keith nelson
Mariel o’Brien
daniel o’reilly
lauren ostendorf
caitlin peters
gail peters
gina pham
rebecca philps
nancy polstein
pat price
andy renton
siobhan roberts
Joao rodrigues
paul roer
Maren rosen
susie rosenthal
Jp rutigliano
susan ryan
lauren rybas
emily sarokhan
karin sawyer
rob scheifley
gwen schroeder
karen segall
Jennifer senske
Jennifer shea
nicole sieffert-Fink
corrin silver
phil sosnow
stephen stowe
Frank stramiello
Jacquelyn strycker
Michael sunwoo
Jennifer szpila
John and susie teal
the sauder school of 

Business
amberleigh thetford
lucy evans ulmer
david weber
abby white
Margaret whiting
peter wilson
Murray John wilson
ronald wong
aileen wong
Jean yee
patti yoon
John zainea

$1,000 or more

danielle andreasi
daryl austin
Jason Bennett
the coffee Bean &  
tea leaf
Jennifer d’aoust
Jamin davies
Joey davis
steve day
timothy diamond
thomas donahue
phil evans
Bruce Fina
daniel gercke
andrew gordon
wendy grider
Jeremy heckerling
karen Janos 
christine leslie
alissa lifshitz
Matthew Macgregor
leslie McBeth
katherine Mcdonald
Brian McManus
patty o’connell
kevin o’connor
Joanna pedersen
Jason roer
daniela rosello
alex rosello 
erin sheard
neil thomson
david wilburn

sarah washerstein 
1st Annual Dance Party For 
Parkinson’s

gretchen weber 
Ironman

eileen werndorfer 
Brookfield Parkinson Run/Walk

tim wheeler 
Cole & Friends: An Elegant Evening

kathy zweifel 
Party for Parkinson’s

$2,500 or more 

steve alten 
Team Fox Fundraiser

cintra Bentley 
Chicago Marathon

Benjamin Bernstein 
NYC Half Marathon

Bryan Blackorby 
ING Atlanta Half Marathon

philip Bloom 
Black Bear Triathlon

Michael Bologna 
Chicago Marathon

Beth Buzza 
Scott Tinley’s Adventures Road 
Triathlon

the campanelli Family 
Campanelli’s Walk for Parkinson’s

greg carollo 
Chicago Marathon

lisa clark 
Boston Marathon

Janet clough 
Team Fox 5 Mile Walk

david d’arcy 
North Shore Century Bike Ride

lisa de lusignan 
Conchman Triathlon

larry Frank 
37th Annual California 10

Jamie Franz 
Chicago Marathon

laura gryniewich and lorraine 
gryniewich  
Under Armour Baltimore Running 
Festival

deborah hagel 
Team Fox Dinner Party 

hal halvorsen 
Boston Marathon

continued on page 38
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lisa Jay  
Spectrum- Fall Dance  
Concert at Laguna  
Beach High School

Jennifer Johns 
Boston Marathon

tara Jay Johnson 
The Richard L. Johnson  
Memorial Golf Tournament

Brad kear 
Multiple Marathons

Mary kelly 
Team Fox Athlete

James knuckles 
Chicago Marathon

Jeffrey lagrange 
Board of Education  
Dress Down Day

tracy lehnecker 
Medicus Foundation  
Fundraising

Brian levy 
NYC Half Marathon

Michael lewis 
Honor Gifts

peter liberto 
Friends Helping Friends

Jennifer love 
Pancakes for Parkinson’s

nate lukas 
More than Words:  
A Benefit Concert

Madison lyleroehr 
Vocal Performances  
and CD Proceeds

edward Macdonald and  
nikita romanoff 
NYC Half Marathon

chris Magoon and  
katie Magoon 
Providence Rhode Race

lisa and Branko Maric  
Joint Birthday Party

theresa Marran 
Team Fox Dessert Buffet

Mark Mason  
Kona Ironman

cassandra Mastrianni 
Pizza for Parkinson’s and  
Day of Enchantment

soania Mathur  
Team Fox Fundraiser

sean Mcdonald 
Cedar Springs Circle Annual  
Crawfish Boil

sasha Mobley 
Healdsburg Half Marathon

amanda neal 
Tour of Anchorage

patrick hatton  
Chicago Marathon

lori hes 
More Marathon

Jeffrey Joseph 
Fireworks for Fox

natalie karp 
Canyon Ranch Group Trips 

Mount allison university 
Pancakes for Parkinson’s

Jillian libenson 
1st Annual Nona Libenson 5K/10K

linda lyle 
Pay Forward for Parkinson’s

chaya Mallavaram 
Memorial Gifts

Jason Matter 
Triple Bypass Bike Ride

Jill Matter 
Triple Bypass Bike Ride

dustin Matthews 
Hacker’s Cup Golf Tournament

robin Maxcy 
Boston Marathon

clent Mericle 
Hit the Road Jack 5K Run/Walk

amy Miller 
Twin Cities Marathon

the Monusky Family 
2009 “60 for 60” Campaign for 
Parkinson’s Disease Research

kevin Moss 
South Florida Team Fox Scuba Dive

rosemary pepe 
Party to End Parkinson’s

Jennifer porter 
Popcorn for Parkinson’s 

colette porcelli lettieri 
Inn at Quogue Fashion Show

kim ready 
Cowtown Ultra Marathon

samuel ross 
Marine Corps Marathon

running for papa 
Nashville Country Music Marathon

lori saviers 
10 Mountains 10 Years:  
A Quest for the Cure

trey sebus 
Chicago Marathon

steve spencer 
“You Can’t Take It With You”  
Play Proceeds

Brian thorne 
2nd Annual Friends of  
Team Fox Holiday Party

kari travis 
Boston Marathon

colleen wuebben 
Wuebben Family Skate-a-Thon

$1,000 or more

Maureen ashdown 
Pocket Change 4 Parkinson’s

Berkeley county parkinson’s  
support group 
Bonanza and Softball Tournament 

richard Broughton 
The Annual OBX CruZ for the Cure of 
Parkinson’s Disease

Jessica Brown 
Capital of Texas Triathlon

sarah Bunn 
“Detoxify Your Life” Seminar

lou Bushinsky 
Chicago Marathon

grainne Byrne 
NYC Half Marathon

Bonnie cha 
NYC Half Marathon

vicky clark 
Sale for a Cure

ken clary 
WhistleStop Marathon

Jennifer cogan 
Philadelphia Marathon

eileen colon 
The Army of Change

katie congdon 
Willow Tree Half Marathon

John cuccinello 
Jarden Westchester Triathlon

laura dalle pazze 
Warrior Dash

stella darby 
Liversedge Half Marathon

Jeffrey davis 
Team Fox Athlete

Michelle de luca 
NYC Half Marathon

robert denlow 
Boston Marathon

Meghann dials 
Illinois Marathon

the dobrez Family 
Team Fox Fundraiser

greg drumheller 
The Jerry G. Barnhart  
Memorial Poker Tournament

Martin eldred 
Humpy’s Classic Marathon

elaine ellis 
Premier Jewelry Show

inci ertan 
Dinner & Cooking Class

ian Fagan 
NYC Half Marathon

Brandy Fain netzer 
ING Half Marathon

dani Farber 
NYC Half Marathon

Miranda Feldmann 
Silly Spooky Movie Nights

christine Finan 
NYC Half Marathon

Morgan Fixel 
Team Fox Fundraiser

hailey Flynn and robin lee 
NYC Half Marathon

linda Foresha 
Pirouettes for Parkinson’s

sheldon garfinkle 
NYC Half Marathon

helen gerry 
Purse Sales

alan gettis 
Philadelphia Marathon

Mark gherty 
American Birkebeiner

Jacqueline gibbons 
Hartford Half Marathon

Jill goldenziel 
Boston Half Marathon

eugene gurkoff 
Team Fox Fundraiser

sandra haas 
NYC Half Marathon

diana hadden 
Cincinnati Flying  
Pig Marathon

the hanna Family 
Hanna Family Legacy

gerard hayes 
NYC Half Marathon

adam hegge 
Pull for Parkinson’s

chad henson 
Dallas White Rock  
Marathon

kieran hughes 
Special Occasion Gifts

larry ice 
Parkinson’s Awareness  
Building Events

lenore imhof 
Jarden Westchester  
Triathlon

Jordan isenstadt 
NYC Half Marathon

karen Janos 
Team Fox Fundraiser

(continued from page 37)
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Mary ann neilson 
2nd Annual Keystone State  
Corvette Club Poker Run

Mike o’Brien and tom o’Brien 
Ironman St. George

patti olszewski 
Chicago Rock ‘n’ Roll  
Half Marathon

Miranda owens 
Phoenix Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon

gaetano parrinello 
NYC Half Marathon

Jeanette pena 
Chicago Rock ‘n’ Roll  
Half Marathon

chris piper 
Chris Piper’s Grand Loop  
Mountain Biking Adventure

allison platt 
Party for Parkinson’s

larissa raze 
Team Fox Fundraiser

Michael redfern 
Multiple events

Jeannette reiff 
Pedal for Parkinson’s

Mary rich  
Team Fox Wristbands

staci roberts 
Team Fox Athlete

Beth salyers 
Napa to Sonoma Wine  
Country Half-Marathon

lenni sand 
Team Fox Fundraiser

reggie scarpa 
Hartford Half Marathon

nikki schiro 
NYC Half Marathon

Molly scott 
Molly’s Mission for Grandpa

kara sessums 
NYC Half Marathon

enzo simone 
The Army of Change

Brad smith 
NYC Half Marathon

april socci 
NYC Half Marathon

lee sommers 
Team Fox Fundraiser

rik spier 
Mini Marathon 5K Walk/Run

arun subramaniyan 
Walk for Research to  
Fight Parkinson’s

Jacqueline talarico 
Jewelry Sales

2009 Community Fundrasiers 

The Foundation is grateful to the following 
donors for their generous efforts to 
raise funds and awareness for MJFF and 
Parkinson’s research through community 
fundraising events.

$25,000 or more

23andMe
Michael cotoia

$10,000 or more

itsource technology

sydney goldstein

$5,000 or more

all tri, inc.

csra pd support group walkathon

preston l. lowe

parkinson’s support group of  
rochester ny, inc.

debbie shough 

summit county parkinson’s support group

$2,500 or more

robert Benjamin/light of day Foundation

california Jurisdictional convention

illinois shotokan Booster club

JtB international ltd. 

Megan layer

rocking For parkinson’s disease  
research Foundation, inc.

Brad schenker Bar Mitzvah

sandy smith

$1,000 or more

aeroquip credit union

Judith Binder

karen degraaf

stephen e. Farris

Federal aviation administration

Mark Friedman

ariel linden

hamden high school hockey  
alumni association

i do Foundation

Micanopy area chamber of commerce

MissionFish

eileen o’neill

scars into stars charity

anne-cecilie engell speyer and rob speyer

tokio Marine Management, inc.

wells Fargo community support campagin

westlake golf and country club

Mark and Mary sue taylor  
Kroger cards distribution

thomas tedesco 
Team Fox Athlete

emily twiss 
Austin Half Marathon

andrew vale 
Marine Corps Marathon

garth wakeford 
NYC Half Marathon

Jason warner 
Gordon Ferguson Yackle’s 10K Run 
Against Parkinson’s

renee wegrzyn 
NYC Half Marathon

Meg weidner 
Cupcake Mission

diana wiesner 
Capital City Half Marathon

Brianne yantz 
NYC Half Marathon

Jonah yesowitz 
Kid’s Carnival of Caring

damon zaleski 
Chicago Marathon

We have made  
a concerted 
effort to 
accurately 
list all donors 
of significant 
contributions  
in 2009. 

If your name is 
misspelled or 
missing from 
this report, 
please accept 
our apology and 
email the correct 
information to 
donations@
michaeljfox.org.
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2009 Financial Highlights

the Michael J. Fox Foundation believes donors have a right to look 
for measurable returns on their investment. we operate according 
to best practices and remain accountable to our donors and the 
parkinson’s community for ensuring maximum effectiveness. our 
leadership was recruited from the worlds of finance, management 
and neuroscience, bringing strategic skills, scientific and 
operational expertise, and an investment professional’s sensibility 
to the management of the Foundation. 

n we constantly monitor costs to maximize the value of donations. 
since inception, 86 cents of every dollar we’ve spent has gone 
straight to our research programs effort. 

n we are outcomes-focused, tying grant payments to the 
achievement of specific milestones, troubleshooting challenges if 

MJFF Efficiency 2000–2009

MJFF’s place  
on Worth.com’s  
2009 Elite 
List of the 10 
most fiscally 
responsible 
charities

6

Research Program Activities 86%

Administration 3%

Fundraising 11%
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Research Allocation 2009

they arise, and halting funding if the science stalls. and we demand  
the same accountability and transparency of ourselves as we do of  
our awardees.

n we deliberately have no endowment, because we believe that to 
speed a cure for parkinson’s disease, our capital needs to get into 
scientists’ hands as quickly as possible — not sit in an endowment  
or reserve. 

MJFF ended 2009 closing in on the $200-million mark in research  
funded since inception. ultimately, though, we measure our impact  
not in terms of dollars spent, but in terms of scientific solutions that  
produce tangible improvements in patients’ lives.

2009 financial highlights follow. Full audited financials and our most 
recent irs Form 990s are available at michaeljfox.org.

“Donors to The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research have provided funds used 
to expedite grant processes, establish benchmarks for progress, apply continuous evaluation 
practices, and invest in a portfolio of promising research initiatives simultaneously... helping to 
reduce the overall risk of research investments, create new incentives for scientists and change 
the culture and expectations around medical research.” 
     Issue Brief: Investing in Medical Research, 
    Arabella Philanthropic Investment Advisors (2010) 

Translational Research 41%

Clinical Research 49%

Understanding Disease 10%

Transforming Discoveries Into Targets

New Tools and Technologies
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Dollar amounts in millions. Does not include 2001 R21 awards in partnership with NIH.

 2001     2002          2003       2004         2005          2006           2007           2008            2009 

$ 4

$ 14
$ 15

$ 12

$ 17

$ 24

$ 39

$ 24

$ 33

45

growing investments in pd research 2001-2009
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as of december 31, 2009  2008

Assets
cash, cash equivalents and investments  $   33,422,684 $   30,962,536 

contributions receivable, net  35,401,415 26,762,424 

prepaid expenses and other current assets  156,687 162,958 

security deposits  33,061  33,061 

inventory 28,036 

property and equipment, net  278,893 388,610

Total assets  $   69,320,776 $   58,309,589 
 
Liabilities and Net Assets 
liabilities: 

accounts payable and accrued expenses  $     1,713,780 $     1,066,594 

grants payable, net  42,161,174 38,882,706 

loan payable 1,000,196 1,000,196 

interest payable 59,511 13,089 

deferred rent  358,114 367,192

total liabilities  45,292,775 41,329,777

 

net assets:

unrestricted  2,345,986 (5,516,236) 

temporarily restricted  21,682,015 22,496,048

total net assets 24,028,001  16,979,812 

Total liabilities and net assets  $   69,320,776 $   53,309,589

note: investments are highly liquid.

the Michael J. Fox Foundation for parkinson’s research   

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
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year ended december 31, 2009  2008

public support and revenue: 

contributions  $   45,433,897  $   35,335,877 

special events  5,825,680  6,741,990 

investment income  119,440 662,655 

Miscellaneous income  37,425 25,682

total public support and revenue  51,416,442 42,766,204 

 

expenses: 

program services  39,153,137  36,236,785 

Management and general  1,263,737 1,093,996 

Fund-raising  3,951,379 4,130,806

total expenses 44,368,253 41,461,587

 

Change in net assets  7,048,189 1,304,617 
net assets, beginning of year  16,979,812 15,675,195

Net assets, end of year  $   24,028,001 $   16,979,812

the Michael J. Fox Foundation for parkinson’s research   

Consolidated Statements of Activities

Todd Sherer (left), vice 
president, Research 
Programs, MJFF, and 
Andrew Singleton of the 
National Institute of Aging 
(NIH) and MJFF’s Executive 
Scientific Advisory Board 
at the Investigators’ 
Meeting for the 
Parkinson’s Progression 
Markers Initiative (PPMI) 
study launching in 2010.
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of The Michael J. Fox 
Foundation for Parkinson’s 
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in June 2010. it is  
available in pdF format  
at www.michaeljfox.org.

On the cover
dopamine neurons and their death 
in parkinson’s disease. at left and 
center, cell death in the substantia 
nigra, the brain region affected in 
pd. at right, a dopamine neuron 
expressing lrrk2. lrrk2 mutations 
are now believed to be the most 
common genetic contribution to pd. 
images courtesy of robert Burke, phd, 
columbia university (left and center) 
and Mark cookson, phd, national 
institute of aging, national institutes 
of health (right).
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pre-clinical model cerebellum 
copyright 2002–2007, the regents 
of the university of california. all 
rights reserved. permission to use, 
copy, modify, and distribute any part 
of the cell centered database (ccdB) 
website for educational, research, and 
non-profit purposes, without fee, and 
without a written agreement is hereby 
granted, provided that the above 
copyright notice, this paragraph, and 
the following three paragraphs appear 
in all copies. 

those desiring to incorporate this 
ccdB website into commercial 
products or use for commercial 
purposes should contact dr. Maryann 
Martone at 858-822-0745 and 
technology transfer and intellectual 
property services, university of 
california, san diego, 9500 gilman 
drive, la Jolla, ca 92093-0910, 
phone: (857) 534-5815, Fax: (858) 
534-7345, email: invent@ucsd.edu. 

in no event shall the university of 
california be liable to any party for 
direct, indirect, special, incidental, 
or consequential damages, including 
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structure of serotonin copyright 
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yeast cells expressing human  
alpha-synuclein tagged with a  
green-fluorescent protein courtesy of 
susan lindquist, whitehead institute 
for Biomedical research/aaron gitler, 
university of pennsylvania.

Photo and Illustration Credits

lost profits, arising out of the use 
of this ccdB website, even if the 
university of california has been 
advised of the possibility of such 
damage. 

the ccdB website provided herein 
is on an “as is” basis, and the 
university of california has no 
obligation to provide maintenance, 
support, updates, enhancements, 
or modifications. the university of 
california makes no representations 
and extends no warranties of any 
kind, either implied or express, 
including, but not limited to, the 
implied warranties of merchantability 
or fitness for a particular purpose, or 
that the use of the ccdB website will 
not infringe any patent, trademark, or 
other rights. 

Page 5
lrrk2 images courtesy of Mark 
cookson.

Page 6 
dopamine neuron images courtesy of 
John sinclair.

Pages 8–9
dopamine schematic courtesy of 
dr. paul greengard, the rockefeller 
university, with the technical 
assistance of elisabeth griggs. 

photo courtesy of vanderbilt  
Medical center.

crystal structure of g-csF as 
published in the protein data Bank 
(pdB: 1rhg), public domain. created 
from pdB 1rhg and rendered by 
ramin herati using pymol, March 
10, 2007.
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photo of Marina emborg courtesy of 
the university of wisconsin, Madison.

photo of wolfgang oertel courtesy of 
philipps university Marburg, germany.
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The Michael J. Fox Foundation gratefully acknowledges Bulkley Dunton for donating the 
high-quality McCoy Silk Cover and Text paper on which this annual report was printed, 
and Yes Press for printing this report below cost.

Our gratitude to Hearst Corporation for facilitating both donations.
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